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ABSTRACT 

Malaysia aims to achieve decent standard of living to all Malaysians by year 2030 through the 

Shared Prosperity Vision or in short, SPV 2030. The Malaysia government has spent more than 

RM230 million to embark on digital initiatives of providing infrastructures to narrow the digital 

divide in rural Malaysia. However, the usage of digital information sources for work-related 

information in the rural Malaysia is obscure, particularly among the entrepreneurs. This study 

aims to determine the factors affecting the use of digital information sources for work 

information among the rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia. Specifically, this research attempts to 

answer how information source accessibility, quality of information and psychosocial work 

environment influence the use of digital information center, as well as how the use of digital 

information sources affects the rural entrepreneur’s task performance. Besides, it also 

determines the moderation effect of task importance on the factors of the use of digital 

information sources.  

The underpinning theories of this study is cost-benefit theory and theory of planned 

behavior which determines the value of worth when an effort is put in to obtain benefits. The 

information seekers will weigh if the effort to get such information is worthwhile to improve 

their task performance. Specifically, the conceptual framework comprises three factors of the 

use of digital information sources – source accessibility, quality of information and 

psychosocial work environment; a moderator – task importance; and a consequence of the use 

of digital information sources – task performance.  

This study utilizes a quantitative approach using telephone survey for data collection. 

Four-hundred and seventeen rural entrepreneurs around Malaysia participated in this survey, a 

response rate of 51.3%. The collected data will be analyzed using partial least square structural 

equation modelling (PLS-SEM) to test the hypothesized relationships. The research findings 

indicate that source accessibility and quality of information are positively to use of digital 

information sources where use of digital information is also positively related to task 

performance. As for the moderation effect, task importance and quality of information shows 

the interaction are negatively influenced.  

On the other hand, two-stage approach was used to test the moderating effect between 

factors of use of digital information and use of digital information. The moderation analysis 

revealed that the relationship between quality of information and use of digital information was 

supported with negative effect.  There are few recommendations from this study which are 

having this study in longitudinal studies may be a better alternative to draw conclusions on the 
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changes, use of different data collection method and replication of the study to determine the 

differences before and after of the COVID-19 pandemic.    

 

Keywords: psychosocial work environment; quality of information; rural entrepreneurs; 

source accessibility; task performance; use of digital information sources. 
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DEFINITION OF KEY TERMS 

 

The terms usually used in this study are now provided and defined as below. All these terms 

will be explained further in the literature review chapter. 

Information Seeking Behavior – are concerned with determining the information seekers’ 

information needs, search of behavior and the subsequent use of information (Ikoja-Odongo 

and Mostert 2006, 145). 

Information Sources – describe as a person, thing, or place from which information comes, 

arises, or is obtained (Gilly et al. 1998). 

Digital Information Sources – refer to a source of information that is transmitted through the 

electronic platform (Schatz 1997). 

Traditional Information Sources - refer to a source of information which has been written or 

printed (Schatz 1997). 

Psychosocial Work Environment – means psychological and social environment which 

influence an individual’s creativity, domain-relevant skills and task motivation at workplace 

(Rigolizza and Amabile 2015). 

Quality of Information - are information or literature provides sufficient details to use or the 

extent to successfully serves the purpose to information seekers (Kahn, Strong, and Wang 

2002).   

Rural Dwellers - person who lives in a rural area. 

Rural Entrepreneurs – are entrepreneurs related to the establishment of industrial and 

business units in the rural areas (Chatterjee, Dutta Gupta, and Upadhyay 2020). 

Source Accessibility – implies the time and effort required to reach to the information source 

to the extent which the information seeker perceive that the particular source has the 

information required and is available for use (Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011, Zimmer, Henry, and 

Butler 2007). 

Task Importance -  reflects the degree to which one perceive their work as significantly 

impacting other people within or outside of the organization (Johnson et al. 2016) 

Task Performance – is the effectiveness of an individual with their personal task (Borman 

and Motowidlo 1997, Lo Destro et al. 2015). 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Chapter Overview 

This chapter introduces the research area and outlines the background of the present study. It 

briefly reviews the factors affecting the use of digital information sources and outline the effect 

on the task performance of the rural entrepreneurs. The chapter first introduces the background 

of the study, followed by the problem statement, research questions and research objectives. 

Then, the significance of the study is outlined with the novelty of the study. 

 

1.2 Background 

Information has become one of the most important resources that are required in a country with 

the knowledge-based economy such as Malaysia as it encourages the citizens to contribute to 

the country’s socio-economic growth (Roztocki and Weistroffer 2016, Roztocki, Soja, and 

Weistroffer 2019, Woolcock and Narayan 2000). Information is data that can lead to an 

increase in understanding and decrease in uncertainty whereby it can affect a behavior, decision, 

or outcome from happening (Berger and Lafferty 2017, Casson and Wadeson 2007). 

Information nowadays can be retrieved from multiple sources such as traditional information 

sources (e.g., books, friends and family, magazines) and digital information sources (e.g., 

social media, websites). Sources can be categorized into interpersonal and impersonal; internet 

and non-internet (Gainsbury et al. 2012, Jacobsen and Munar 2012, Molina, Gomez, and 

Martin-Consuegra 2010, Mortimer 2013, Saffarinia, Mazidi, and Saffarinia 2016, Tokunaga 

and Gustafson 2014) where one look for information from the sources which they trust most 

or is more accessible to them.  

In the current information age, information acquired digitally are more frequently used 

in urban area (Badarudin et al. 2018, Wok and Mohamed 2017). Information seekers from two 

different communities - rural community and urban community, may have different approaches 

to reach out to their desired information (Dutta 2009, Mshana et al. 2008). According to Dutta 

(2009), urban dwellers highly prefer to seek information from digital information sources as it 

is more effective and efficient; however, due to spatial barriers, rural dwellers prefer traditional 

information sources. Besides accessibility of information, quality of information is also crucial 

in the process of information-seeking process. Quality of information depends on the 

information providers who carry responsibilities on the information that they produce and 

published online or offline (Stohl, Stohl, and Leonardi 2016). Information is needed in both 

individual and organization. 
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In an organization, the amount of information acquired for the task of the information 

seekers is crucial as it may affect the environment within the organization; thus, one has to 

understand an individual’s information seeking behavior (Fidel and Pejtersen 2004, Spink and 

Cole 2006). Entrepreneurs or working individuals will gain more knowledge in seeking 

information through multiple sources in order to enhance their task performance in executing 

proper decision making and problem-solving in the organization (Sampson Jr et al. 1999, Spink 

and Cole 2006).  

Besides, personal factors also affect the information seeking behavior of the 

information seekers. Information seekers will calculate the cost in terms of monetary or effort 

to determine the sources that will be used. If there is the existence of barriers to reach to the 

information, lack of knowledge, more hustle to reach to the information, information seekers 

will look for an alternative source as it might not be worth the effort (Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 

2011, Xu, Tan, and Yang 2006). However, if the information source is easy-to-use, more 

readily available and requires less effort to receive quality information, the information seekers 

will use the source as information seekers seek for information with lower cost and potential 

loss while receiving quality information (Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011, Hertzum and Simonsen 

2019). Specifically, after the implementation of government initiatives on digital 

infrastructures in rural areas of Malaysia, there are limited studies on the information-seeking 

behavior of rural entrepreneurs using digital information sources.  

Limited studies were done to understand entrepreneurs’ information-seeking behavior 

particularly in rural context. Questions such as “Where does one seek for information in rural 

context?” and “Why does one choose the particular source instead of other sources?” triggered 

plenty of researchers who are interested in organizational behavior and information science 

(Case 2016, Halili and Sulaiman 2018, O'Reilly 1980, Xu, Tan, and Yang 2006, Zimmer, Henry, 

and Butler 2007).  Prior studies conducted in Malaysia were mainly focused on students or 

youth (Halili and Sulaiman, 2018, Lim et al., 2020, Shaifuddin, Ahmad and Mokhtar, 2011, 

Zaremohzzabieh et al., 2016), women groups (Abu Bakar 2011,), farmers (Yeong et al., 2018), 

and limited study on the rural entrepreneur on the usage of digital information. 

The rural community in Malaysia is about a quarter of the whole Malaysia population 

(Adnan 2019). In year 2020, the Malaysia government released a government blueprint - 

Malaysia Shared Prosperity Vision or in short, SPV 2030 with the objectives: (i) development 

for all – restructuring economy, (ii) addressing wealth and income disparities – addressing 

inequalities and (iii) united, prosperous and dignified nation – nation building. These objectives 

aim to move forward by restructuring the economy as the foundation in improving the 
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wellbeing of the Malaysians. The Malaysia government implemented digital infrastructure 

initiatives such as establish telecentres, providing short courses for users to learn how to use 

internet (MyGovernment 2020) to bridge the digital divide between urban and rural 

communities. There are a total of 870 Kampung Tanpa Wayar (Wireless Village) which was 

later renamed to Pusat Internet 1 Malaysia (1Malaysia Telecentre) built by the Malaysia 

government to ensure that the ICT infrastructures are available in the rural areas (MCMC 

2019a). The Malaysia prime minister believe that the entrepreneurial field is proved to be 

effective in developing the country’s socio-economic status, thus, “Karnival Usahawan Desa” 

(Rural Entrepreneurial Carnival) was launched in 2019 in order to encourage the rural 

community to fully utilize the telecentres and help digitalize the entrepreneurs’ business 

(MalayMail 2019b, PMO 2019a). Thus, the rural area of Malaysia was selected to be studied 

to highlight on the progress of the SPV 2030 objectives. 

Studies on the information-seeking behavior of the rural communities of Malaysia, it is 

found that rural dwellers use mostly traditional information sources despite government 

initiatives of providing digital infrastructures (Ismail and Affandy 2013, Omar et al. 2018, 

Yunan 2011). According to Ariff 2020, Halili and Sulaiman 2018 and Yeong et al. 2018, rural 

entrepreneurs are prone to use digital information sources however some limitation such as, 

lack of funds to support ICT implementation, language and literacy barriers still exist despite 

having initiatives by the Malaysia government. Besides, few problems strengthen the need of 

this study such as there are many industries who are still in the low value added category with 

low adoption of high digital technology and the economic growth potential is not fully realized 

and economy is not fully diversified (PMO 2019b). 

 

1.3 Problem Statement  

In year 2011, Malaysia government has allocated RM230 million to embark on initiatives for 

the Malaysia Development 5 Year Plan (year 2011-2015) namely Kampung Tanpa Wayar 

(Wireless Village) where most of the rural villages were installed with internet (Asohan 2015, 

Post 2015). In addition, Smart Village project was launched in September 2019 involving six 

local corporations to increase greater internet access in rural areas (KPLB 2020). The Malaysia 

government set up short courses for rural entrepreneurs to increase their knowledge on how to 

use computer in order to promote the well-being of rural community (Rashid, Ngah and Misnan 

2019). All these initiatives aim to provide equal access of Internet to both urban and rural 

population to reduce the digital divide and to provide opportunity for the rural entrepreneurs to 

participate in the digital economy (MalayMail 2019a).  
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Despite all initiatives embarked by the Malaysia government to increase Internet 

penetration to the rural areas, in 2020, there are still many rural dwellers complaining on the 

Internet speed in their areas. There are as much as 67.1 per cent of East Malaysia’s rural 

dwellers mentioned the Internet access is weak, slow and have unstable connectivity (Ariff 

2020, Johari 2020) and low adoption of digital information sources (Abu Bakar 2011, Adnan 

2019). No study has been done to investigate the profile of this underserved groups who have 

yet taken advantages of these digital information sources, and what are the factors that can 

contribute towards engaging rural communities to become an active user in seeking 

information digitally for work purposes.  

To date, there are limited data and information regarding the use of digital information 

sources by the rural community thus, there is a need of this research to investigate profile of 

this underserved groups and shed light about factors that can contribute towards engaging rural 

communities to become an active user in seeking information digitally. It is imperative and 

timely to research the usage and effectiveness of such digital information sources provided to 

the rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia.  

With the implementation of digital access to the rural areas, how ready are the rural 

dwellers to accept and utilize the digital access? What are the factors that encourage or 

discourage the use of digital source to seek for information in rural areas? How can the 

information retrieve affect their task performance? These questions address the factors that 

affect the rural entrepreneurs’ selection of information source to seek for work-related 

information to improve their task performance at workplace. According to Kim and Roth 

(2011), work-related information helps to improve task performance at workplace as they are 

able to gain more insights. According to Suseno et al. (2019), work environment plays a crucial 

role in a person’s work experience. Psychosocial work environment affects task motivation at 

workplace as it creates motivation when there is a positive environment at workplace 

(Hammond et al. 2011, Suseno et al. 2019). With positive psychological and social work 

environment, it is more likely to retrieve higher quality information with the presence of 

motivation. 

Quality information may be easier to retrieve when there are more interactions both 

internally and externally of the workplace between colleagues as a sign of social support 

creating positive work environment (Aurora 2019).  The quality of information from sources 

are solely based on the perception of the rural dwellers in Malaysia. The studies conducted by 

Abu Bakar (2011) and Dutta (2009) suggested that teachers and students prefer books, 

magazines and library as their source as they find electronic information systems are hard to 
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use. As a decade passed, according to Hasin and Nasir (2021) teachers and students do have 

positive view towards ICT despite lack of facilities and expertise however, they do anticipate 

to get trainings to increase the knowledge to use ICT.  

 

1.4 Research Gap 

Prior researchers found that radio was rated as the most credible source because the information 

broadcasted were found to be more truthful and some find word-of-mouth from family and 

friends are more credible (Kim and Johnson 2009, Rodriguez et al. 2015, Sulemani and 

Katsekpor 2007). However, decades ago, there were no digital infrastructures in rural areas 

hence, accessibility to digital source is a barrier which rural dwellers face when they seek for 

information (Mohd Nor, Chapun, and Wah 2013). The surrounding environment (e.g. work 

environment, social environment) may be one of the motivation factors to motivate rural 

dwellers to seek for information as the power of word-of-mouth among rural dwellers are still 

known to be credible (Baernholdt and Mark 2009, Jacobsen and Munar 2012).  

In the recent studies it is found that there are still limited infrastructures as the existing 

infrastructures were being damaged or vandalized (Maulana 2020), rural dwellers are incapable 

to purchase ICT equipment and they still lack computer self-efficacy, literacy and language 

barrier still exists (Halili and Sulaiman 2018, Yeong et al. 2018). Prior studies largely focus on 

traditional information sources and limited research has been done to examine the digital 

information-seeking behavior of rural folks (Abu Bakar 2011, Dutta 2009, Hamzah 2010, Islam 

and Ahmed 2012, Mohd Nor, Chapun, and Wah 2013). Thus, the current study focuses on the 

accessibility of the sources. The accessibility of the source is a crucial part of the usage of 

digital information. With the accessibility studied, it would give an overview of which location 

or state would require attention to improve the accessibility of the digital sources. 

Besides, information needs changes constantly with new and sensory inputs motivated 

by different purposes such as social, entertainment, work performance or self-development. 

Prior studies focus mainly on everyday life information and is descriptive in nature (Abu Bakar 

2011, Dutta 2009, Hamzah 2010, Islam and Ahmed 2012, Mohd Nor, Chapun, and Wah 2013). 

Despite that, work-related information-seeking behavior among the rural entrepreneurs in 

Malaysia are not explored. It is important for an entrepreneur to seek information with relation 

to their task to ensure that their task is performed well. The current study would aid in painting 

a clearer vision of the work-related information among the rural entrepreneurs. 
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In addition, previous research on information-seeking behavior of rural dwellers in 

Malaysia is location-specific with distinctive content (Abu Bakar 2011, Anwar and Supaat 

1998, Hamzah 2010, Islam and Ahmed 2012, Mohd Nor, Chapun, and Wah 2013). These 

location-specific studies were unable to generalize the findings and provide a comprehensive 

understanding of the overall situation in Malaysia. Thus, this study covers wider and multiple 

locations in Malaysia (Sarawak, Sabah and Peninsular Malaysia), with a broader range of 

demographics to provide a more holistic understanding of information-seeking behavior of 

rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia using digital information sources. 

Concisely, prior studies on information-seeking behavior of rural dwellers mainly focus 

on types of information and sources used by the rural dwellers (Abu Bakar 2011, Anwar and 

Supaat 1998, Hamzah 2010, Islam and Ahmed 2012, Mohd Nor, Chapun, and Wah 2013). On 

the other hand, existing research on information-seeking behavior topic placed little attention 

on rural entrepreneurs.  

The different factors such as efforts, time spent and accessibility would affect the rural 

entrepreneurs to select which information source to be used to seek for work-related 

information is a serious matter to study because along with the government infrastructure 

initiatives, the factors affecting the selection might be different. In order for the government or 

policy makers to better understand the information seeking behavior of rural entrepreneurs in 

this digital era, the study of factors affecting the digital information source such as source 

accessibility, quality of information, psychosocial work environment, task importance and task 

performance is crucial. Therefore, this study will fill the research gap by studying on the factors 

affecting rural entrepreneurs using digital information sources to seek for work-related 

information in Malaysia.  

 

 

a) Research Questions 

Based on the preceding discussions, this research aims to answer the following research 

questions:  

1. How do information source accessibility and quality of information influence the use 

of digital information sources by rural entrepreneurs? 

2. What relationship does psychosocial work environment have with the use of digital 

information sources by rural entrepreneurs? 

3. How does the use of digital information sources affect task performance of rural 

entrepreneurs? 
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4. What is the moderation effect of task importance on the relationships between 

information source accessibility, quality of information, psychosocial work 

environment and the use of digital information sources? 

 

 b) Research Objectives 

The objectives of this study are as follows: 

1. To determine the influence of information source accessibility and quality of 

information on the use of digital information sources in Malaysia by rural 

entrepreneurs. 

2. To determine the relationship between psychosocial work environment and the use of 

digital information sources. 

3. To determine the relationship between the use of digital information sources and task 

performance of rural entrepreneurs. 

4. To determine the moderation effect of task importance on the relationships between 

information source accessibility, quality of information, psychosocial work 

environment and the use of digital information sources. 

 

1.5 Research Significance  

1.5.1 Theoretical Significance 

This research is significant as the exogenous variable, social risk is focused down to 

psychosocial work environment in this conceptual framework to identify the relationship 

between the entrepreneurs’ psychological, social work environment and the use of digital 

information sources. As in prior studies Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011, Xu, Tan, and Yang (2006), 

social risk is being measured as the study focuses on information-seeking behavior using digital 

information sources in general.  

Secondly, an endogenous variable has been introduced in this conceptual framework 

which is the task performance. In prior research, the framework ends at preference or use of 

information sources (Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011, Xu, Tan, and Yang 2006). Whereas, in this 

study, it further examines if the selection of use of digital information sources will further affect 

the task performance of the rural entrepreneur. This research will study if the use of digital 

information sources will have any effect on the task performance of the rural entrepreneur at 

workplace. As task performance is the result of an activity which is recognized as one’s job 

contribution to the organization.  
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Thirdly, this studies on digital information sources and work-related information as 

compared to the prior studies which largely focus on traditional information sources and 

everyday-like information (Abu Bakar 2011, Anwar and Supaat 1998, Dutta 2009, Mohd Nor, 

Chapun, and Wah 2013, Yeong et al. 2018). Next, this study has an underpinning theory – 

Cost-benefit model where no underpinning theory were used in the prior studies (Abu Bakar 

2011, Anwar and Supaat 1998, Dutta 2009, Mohd Nor, Chapun, and Wah 2013, Yeong et al. 

2018). Lastly, this study is significant as it provides framework to identify digital information-

seeking behavior of rural entrepreneurs covering the whole Malaysia. This is done by studying 

the selection of digital information sources on the task performance of the rural entrepreneurs. 

The research area of this study covers throughout Malaysia with a larger sample size whereas 

in prior studies it is location-specific and having the sample size ranges from 51 to 193 (Abu 

Bakar 2011, Anwar and Supaat 1998).  

 

1.5.2 Practical Significance 

This study provides better understanding of digital information-seeking behavior of rural 

entrepreneurs in Malaysia which can help the government and NGOs to identify areas for 

improvement to develop appropriate measures for the rural community as the data are analyzed 

with inferential statistics instead of descriptive statistics. The country’s socio economy can be 

developed with more insights collected from the rural dwellers through this research, it allows 

the government to respond and act accordingly to resolve issues (if any).  The data from the 

study would also aid in helping the government to conduct a more precise and accurate seminar 

to aid in the rural development.  

The rural dwellers are able to gain confidence in using the digital information sources 

when the government have improved the digital infrastructure strategies based on the 

understanding of what the rural dwellers needs. Thus, rural dwellers will be more internet self-

efficacy and obtain more information through digital information sources and have better task 

performance at workplace. For example, during the COVID-19 pandemic, the rural dwellers 

would be able to obtain preventive method to curb the outspread of the virus in their villages. 

This will lead towards the Malaysia’s Local Agenda and the mission of Malaysia Digital 

Economy Corporation (MDEC) which is to develop the nation’s Digital Economy. With the 

rural dwellers being more 

Besides, libraries and information centers, telecommunication providers, social 

enterprises and NGOs could benefit from the research findings by reaching to the rural dwellers 

for participation in socio-economic development and integration, and ultimately, towards 
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closing income inequality and achieving a high-income and developed country of Malaysia in 

2030.  
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES 

DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 Chapter Overview 

The present chapter outlays five areas, that includes the overview of information and 

information-seeking, the different types of information sources, psychosocial factor at work, a 

brief review of Internet in Malaysia, past researches of information-seeking in Malaysia and 

the underpinning theory. The chapter concludes with the hypotheses development and the 

conceptual framework of the study. 

 

2.2 Overview of Information and Information-Seeking  

Information is the key contributor to the development of individuals and communities. 

Information is based three components which are data collection, data analysis and data 

interpretation. According to Jones and Ross (2007), to ensure information is correct with high 

reliability, it requires a few activities that is grouped to be the information management.  

Information is ambiguous and can be used in different ways where three principal uses 

of the word “information” were identified: information-as-process, information-as-knowledge 

and information-as-thing (Buckland 1991, Case 2016). According to Cole (1997), information-

as-process is a process of informing such as communicating knowledge, or act of telling, 

informing news and fact which constructs with different cognitive and affective stages, where 

information-as-knowledge is intangible and have to be expressed, described, or represented in 

some physical way whereby information is used to reduce uncertainty. Lastly, information-as-

thing is the information this research is going to focus on is used to describe tangible items 

such as documents and data as they are regarded as informative.    

Information is crucial towards the current society as accurate and precise information 

can save one’s time and money through increasing efficiency, improving productivity and 

creating huge impact on operations and decision-making (Center 1998). It is common for one 

to spend more time in obtaining more information and evaluates other alternatives to reduce 

the risks (Center 1998, Jun, Kim, and Tang 2017). Thus, before one commits into something, 

acquiring relevant information is usual to reduce the risk of wasting resources. It is undeniable 

that information produces subsequent information which leads to solving a problem or doubt 

of a person or decision making especially in this digital era where the community seek for 

trustworthy source for information in the internet (De Alwis, Majid, and Chaudhry 2006, Hirsh 

and Dinkelacker 2004).  
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According to Coombs (1999) supported by Lee and Song (2010), there is negative 

impact on the decision-making whenever information is insufficient to support the decision for 

next action. On the contrary, overloading of information may also impact on the effectiveness 

of decision making as there will be too much considerations thus, more options or alternatives 

can be determined (Coombs 1999, Lee and Song 2010).  

Besides, information is also important to decision making in the business for business 

companies as adequate information would help the company to make right decision to 

strategize their business strategies to reach to their goal (Agnihotri et al. 2016, Michaelidou, 

Siamagka, and Christodoulides 2011).   

Many researchers have come to a mutual agreement that information is needed when a 

problem is recognized (De Alwis, Majid, and Chaudhry 2006, Hirsh and Dinkelacker 2004, 

Pandey, Goyal, and Sundararaman 2008, Saleh and Lasisi 2011, Spink and Cole 2006). All 

questions despite with work or non-work information deserves to receive equal attention as 

information is wide range and it may not be conceived through unintentional communications 

but through wide exposure to variety of events and objects (Buckland 1991, Savolainen 1995).  

In the modern era, it is simpler to transfer information within one another with the 

development of information technology. Through information technology, information transfer 

has been easier and faster than ever to all aspects of human needs and activity (Hicks 2007). 

Modern complex developments have allowed data or information to be converted to knowledge 

which is a crucial part of human development (Filippini, Güttel, and Nosella 2012). People 

need information to develop their skills and potential through education and training, to 

succeed in business, to enrich their cultural experience and to take control of their daily lives 

(Moore 2007). A community is unable to develop without knowledge and can only develop if 

the recognition and use of information as their tool for development is accepted (Carberry, 

Elzer, and Demir 2006).  

A study conducted by Oggero, Rossi and Ughetto (2020), determined that the 

importance of financial literacy and digital skills shaped an entrepreneur in Italy. The study 

found that there was a strong relationship between financial literacy and digital skills. Their 

study concluded that males, who have digital skill and financial literacy are more prone to be 

an entrepreneur which highlights that digital skill is an important sector to be an entrepreneur. 

Thus, the determination of rural entrepreneurs with relation to their digital skills must also be 

assessed in their information seeking behavior. 
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2.2.1 Information-Seeking Behaviors 

Information-seeking behavior is “concerned with determining the information seekers’ 

information needs, search of behavior and the subsequent use of information” (Ikoja-Odongo 

and Mostert 2006, 145). According to Belkin (1982), information needs occur when a gap is 

identified between current knowledge and task or action required. Information-seeking become 

necessary when an information need evolves from an awareness of something missing 

(Kuhlthau 1991). According to Smith (1991), there are two categories of information needs 

known as general information or specific information (Ikoja-Odongo and Mostert 2006). 

General information refers to information which are of one’s topics of interest, whereas, 

specific information refers to information which could help to find solutions and problem 

solving (Ikoja-Odongo and Mostert 2006). However, information should not be a need itself, 

but rather act as a tool to satisfy primary human needs (Ikoja-Odongo and Mostert 2006).  

As the internet era rises, studies on information-seeking behavior were done related to 

traditional information sources and/or digital information sources. Topics such as information-

seeking behavior of consumer health on the internet (Cline and Haynes 2001, Gray et al. 2005), 

the digital information seeking behavior in general (Nicholas et al. 2006, Wilson 2006). These 

studies were conducted on urban dwellers on the information seeking behaviors and does not 

investigate the rural dwellers or specifically the rural entrepreneurs. Thus, there is a demand to 

investigate rural entrepreneurs as they also play an important role in the digitization of a nation 

(Rashid, Ngah and Misnan 2019).  Hence, this study studies on work-related information 

through digital information sources of rural entrepreneurs are conducted to better understand 

the rural entrepreneurs on the information seeking behavior.  

Different backgrounds and profession (Leckie, Karen, and Christian 1996), gender 

(Gray et al. 2005, Rowley, Johnson, and Sbaffi 2017, Tong, Raynor, and Aslani 2014), 

occupation (Dutta 2009, Ocholla 1996), society and environment may affect an individual’s 

information need and seeking behavior (Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011, Xu, Tan, and Yang 2006). 

According to Aboyade (1984) and Savolainen (2005), information can be classified as 

work-related and non-work related information such as everyday life information, health 

information is classified under non-work related information. Work-related is defined as 

having a relation with a person’s work or with paid work in general (Dictionary 2021). 

Therefore, work-related information is information that connects with one’s work and non-

work related information are other information that does not have any relation with work.  For 

example, everyday life information (ELIS) acquires various informational elements which 
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people performs in their daily life or to solve their problems are not directly related to their 

work (Savolainen 2005).  

Prior researches are mostly done on everyday life information or non-work related 

information (Bosompra 1987, Cline and Haynes 2001, Savolainen 1995, Savolainen 2005). 

Besides, there are a few work-related information researches such as work-related use of ICT 

after hours and focus on opportunities (Shi et al. 2018), work-related use of ICT after hours 

and emotional exhaustion (Xie et al. 2018), novice teachers and their acquisition of work-

related information (Kim and Roth 2011). As the current digital era, work-related issues are in 

higher demand thus, there is a need for more on work-related information needs and 

information seeking behavior. 

Factors affecting how a person seeks and use of information, different types of 

information sources and why information is needed are studied by many researchers (Byström 

and Järvelin 1995, Leckie, Karen, and Christian 1996, Savolainen 1995, Wilson 1999). 

According to prior researches, it started off from everyday life information-seeking 

(Savolainen 1995, Wilson 1999), the sources one use and why does one needs information. As 

years goes by some researchers have started to research on how information affect task 

complexity (Byström and Järvelin 1995, Byström 2002, Byström and Hansen 2005, Case 2016). 

Information-seeking behavior of working professionals such as working engineers, doctors and 

lawyers were studied by (Hemminger et al. 2007, Leckie, Karen, and Christian 1996, Reddy 

and Jansen 2008). Studies were also done on students and how they seek for information 

(Fidzani 1998, Howlader and Islam 2019, Nicholas et al. 2009). Besides work or non-work, 

information itself such as information source and information quality also affect one’s 

information seeking behavior (Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011, Bai, Law, and Wen 2008). Thus, 

there are many different types of information, different types of information sources and it 

depends on what the information seeker is looking for in order to satisfy their need of 

information.         

 

2.2.2 Information-Seeking Studies in Malaysia 

A number of researches had been conducted in Asia on the information needs of the rural 

dwellers (Abu Bakar 2011, Anwar and Supaat 1998, Mohd Nor, Chapun, and Wah 2013, 

Zawawi and Shaheen 2001). In Malaysia, a research had been conducted on three Malaysian 

villages that has no library services and found that rural dwellers were seeking for non-work 

related information such as religious information, health information, education, politics and 

businesses (Anwar and Supaat 1998). Research done by Anwar and Supaat (1998) found that 
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there were limited study on information needs of rural population in Malaysia and information 

services has to be redesigned to match the information needs of the rural population. The rural 

population seeks information for the purpose to fulfil what they need to know, follows by 

solving problems. Information for work purposes are ranked fifth in the list in the study 

conducted by Anwar and Supaat (1998). The result of the research clearly indicated that the 

Malaysian in the rural areas are eager to learn more as they look into subjects that will aid to 

boost the country’s economy. The result obtained is limited as the researchers only focused on 

three villages.  Another research by Zawawi and Shaheen (2001) concluded that printed 

materials are still the preferred information source as lack of knowledge and/or lack of self-

efficacy to use the digital information sources are possible reasons for the underutilization of 

digital information sources.  

In year 2011, Abu Bakar (2011) studied on information needs and information-seeking 

behaviors of women in rural setting of Malaysia, where the researcher found that traditional 

information sources are preferred as compare to digital information sources to seek for family-

related information, child education, religious information. The rural women of Malaysia do 

use Internet to seek for information such as food and child education, however, due to lack of 

infrastructures, they prefer to use traditional information sources (Abu Bakar 2011). On 

contrary, a study done by Shaifuddin, Ahmad, and Mokhtar (2011) in Kuala Selangor 

concluded that rural youths prefers digital information sources to seek for information for 

decision making purpose. From these two studies, it was focused on the women and youth in 

the rural setting. Therefore, the current study focuses on entrepreneurs in the rural setting as 

they play an important role in the rural area. 

In addition, Mohd Nor, Chapun, and Wah (2013) investigated the use of ICT seeking 

for health-related information in Serian district, Sarawak. Less than 50% of the respondents in 

the research seek information through digital information sources despite being aware of the 

benefits of digital information sources or having Internet at home or workplace. This study 

highlights that the digital environment of the rural area is low. Thus, it is also an important part 

of the current study to dive into the digital sector of information seeking. 

A study conducted by Zaremohzzabieh et al. (2016), on the information and 

communication technology acceptance by youth entrepreneurs in rural Malaysia. This study 

was conducted from 4 states in Malaysia. The study concluded that youth entrepreneurs are 

highly affected by social norms through the information and communication technology 

channel. Their study also proposed that ICT acceptance is an under researched part of a growing 
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nation.  Thus, this further increase the need of the current study on the rural entrepreneurs in 

Malaysia. 

In the recent study conducted by Lim et al. (2022), the study referred to how health 

information seeking were done among patients in primary care in Malaysia. Reasons and the 

sources of online information seeking were studies together with the level of trust in the 

information found. The study concluded that the eHealth literacy was low with suboptimal 

appraisal skills to evaluate the accuracy of online health information. Thus, this further increase 

the need of the current study on the rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia. 

 

2.3 Underpinning Theories  

There are two underpinning theories in this study which comprises of Cost-Benefit Analysis 

(CBA) and Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB). The cost-benefit model or also known as cost-

benefit analysis (CBA) is a progressive method that studies and compares the cost and benefits 

of the investment made towards a particular income (Maresova, Sobeslav, and Krejcar 2017). 

Cost-benefit model also known as benefit cost model is an approach used to determine a 

strategy which is most cost-effective with maximized benefits (Keary 2000). According to 

Ratchford (1982), cost-benefit model is the evaluation of cost and benefits of observed 

behavior in monetary terms. Whereas David, Ngulube, and Dube (2013) defined cost-benefit 

model as a systematic approach to determine the strengths and weaknesses of alternatives to 

identify which can be the best approach to maximize benefits. Hansjürgens (2004) and Snell 

(2011) suggests that cost-benefit analysis helps to increase efficiencies and rationality in 

environmental decision making which are used to overcome fallacies.  

 Besides, cost-benefit model has been used in varieties of researches to compare social 

benefit with the cost of study, environmental impact assessment or in risk assessment for an 

economic study (Bergion et al. 2018, Cai et al. 2015, Domah and Pollitt 2001). As there are 

certain values which cannot be considered as an economic term or cannot be expressed in terms 

of monetary, thus, cost-benefit model is adapted by using the contingency valuation or hedonic 

pricing (Wamuziri 2012).  

Cost-benefit model is widely used in different disciplines of businesses and industries 

to measure productivity, efficiency and effectiveness (Hardy 1982). Disciplines such as 

marketing, human resources, accounting, finance, production utilizes cost-benefit model to 

determine the most effective strategy and receiving the greatest outcome compared to other 

alternatives (Behrangrad 2015, Goggins, Spielholz, and Nothstein 2008, Reynolds et al. 2002, 
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Sardi et al. 2017). This model is widely being used in businesses, such as in economics 

(Hansjürgens 2004), accounting (Kristensen et al. 2017), social (Domah and Pollitt 2001), taxes 

and subsidies (Potts 2002), in medicines (Gonser, Fuchsberger, and Matern 2017, Miller-

Jansön and Stander 2011) and in information-seeking behavior (Ratchford 1982, Willems, 

Leroi-Werelds, and Swinnen 2016).   

On the other hand, Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) is the extension of the Theory 

of Reasoned Action (TRA) which is one of the most influential conceptual framework in the 

field of social psychology for studying human behavior (Ajzen 1991). The TPB model is a 

well-proven and effective theory in predicting behavior and explaining the determinants of an 

individual’s decision making. According to Mu et al. (2023), this model is widely used in  

predicting the psychosocial factors to help alleviate environmental problems. Decision made 

by a person has to be evaluated rationally with the consequences of one’s behavior and the 

intention to perform a behavior means that the person is cognitively ready to act which is the 

most direct antecedent of the corresponding behavior (Liu, Liu, and Mo 2020). The TPB model 

is used to understand and predict behaviors where it was determined by three factors namely, 

attitudes, subjective norms and perceived behavioral control (Ajzen 1991). 

 Attitude is referred as the individual’s favorable or unfavorable evaluation towards a 

particular behavior through assessing the importance of these consequences (Ajzen 1991). It is 

said that if one believes the behaviors would lead to a positive outcome, one will present 

positive attitude toward the behavior and vice versa. In the next stage, if one’s attitude is more 

desirable towards a particular behavior, the intention to perform for the desired behavior would 

be stronger (Shamlou, Saberi, and Amiri 2022). As for the second predictor, subjective norms, 

it refers to the response from an important reference source of groups to a particular behavior 

where the individual will study the responses and then decide to perform or not to perform the 

behavior (Ajzen 1991). As for the final predictor, perceived behavioral control, refers to the 

degree of ease to perform the particular behavior where few components are in consideration 

when making the decision (Ajzen 1991). Self-efficacy and controllability are the components 

where it reflects how a person is perceived self-confidence in performing a particular behavior 

and individual’s ability to understand if the particular behavior is in control or not (Liu, Liu, 

and Mo 2020).  Thus, by combining both CBA and TPB theories in the current study, all aspects 

of the objective can be studied effectively. The CBA would enable the study to understand the 

entrepreneur factors and the information seeking behaviors. On the other hand, the TPB would 

ensure that the decision making of the rural entrepreneurs is covered.  
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2.3.1 Cost-Benefit Model in Information-Seeking Behaviors  

Information-seeking behavior is a study which many researchers has studied before and models 

have been developed such as the Wilson’s Model (Wilson 1999), the Bystrom and Jarvelin 

Model (Byström and Järvelin 1995, Byström 2002) and the Savolainen Model (Savolainen 

1995). Wilson’s Model by Wilson (1999) studies on needs, satisfaction and demands on 

information systems and sources which has no causative factors, thus no hypotheses to be tested. 

The information-seeking model by Byström and Järvelin (1995) does not consider the use of 

information and it evaluates the satisfaction of the information seeker after receiving the 

information, whereas, the ELIS Model by Savolainen (1995) focuses on everyday life 

information only. The models are related to everyday life information seeking, however, this 

study researches on work-related information by the rural entrepreneurs. Most of prior 

researchers who made contributions to information-seeking behavior study aims to describe 

the information-seeking process whereas, for cost-benefit analysis it involves optimizing trade-

off between choices to achieve the ultimate goal which is receiving information (Agarwal, Xu, 

and Poo 2011, Ratchford 1982).      

When information is provided, information receiver will suffer some welfare loss such 

where the information receiver will attempt to minimize the losses in order to involve a fair 

trade-off between the quality of source of information (Ratchford 1982). Whereas, Hauser, 

Urban, and Weinberg (1993) agreed that cost-benefit model is the optimum framework that 

seeks the benefits (which are also known as value) from information must be fair with the cost 

of obtaining the information. However, the costs do not just include welfare losses but also the 

accessibility to the information and the benefits of the information are the quality of the 

information (Fidel and Pejtersen 2004, Hardy 1982, O'Reilly 1980, Woudstra, van den Hooff, 

and Schouten 2016).  

On the other hand, Agarwal, Xu, and Poo (2011) argued that the decisions may vary 

with the use of cost-benefit model as the factors varies across people, tasks and environment. 

Woudstra, van den Hooff, and Schouten (2016) agreed by stating that people may have 

different level of acceptance of time and effort to receive the benefit, thus concluded that 

accessibility and quality of information received by information receiver varies according to 

time pressure information seekers. 

Besides, cost-benefit model is useful and relevant to study information-seeking 

behavior as “obtaining a good result from a source requires substantial effort of resources” 

(Min and Kim 2015, 841).  Cost-benefit model is when the seeker identifies the potential gain 

and losses when using an information channel and selects the information source on a basis 
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(Bronstein and Baruchson-Arbib 2007, Hardy 1982, Wang, Sarkar, and Shah 2017, White and 

Crawford 1998, Wang et al. 2016). According to Wang, Sarkar, and Shah (2017), the perceived 

accessibility is known as the cost whereas the quality of the information is the benefit during a 

decision making process. Individual would seek for the least rate of effort in order to reach the 

highest quality. In order for an information seeker to receive the information, the seeker is 

required to put in an effort to access the information source (Xu, Tan, and Yang 2006). The 

difficulty in understanding the information is the cost to the information seeker in the cost-

benefit calculation because the seeker tends to minimize the cost and potential loss associated 

with accessing the information with the use of digital information sources (Agarwal, Xu, and 

Poo 2011). Prior studies have used cost-benefit model to determine the information-seeking 

behavior (Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011, Xu, Tan, and Yang 2006). Uses of this model enable 

the researchers to determine what sources and why the seekers would prefer the particular 

source to other alternatives (Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011). Other alternatives might require 

more effort and cost in order to receive the information hence information seeker will not use 

the source. Thus, cost-benefit model is integrated to identify how rural entrepreneurs in 

Malaysia select the digital information source to seek for work-related information.  

 

2.3.2 Theory of Planned Benefit in Information-Seeking Behaviors 

The TPB model has been widely used in various research fields, mainly for health information 

and environmental information. According to prior research conducted by Chang et al. (2009), 

TPB model to infer the perceived behavioral control from the user toward the information-

seeking would be a primary differentiator between the offline and online academic libraries.  

Besides, according to Kahlor (2007) this model had shown strong relationship between 

information seeking and processing, especially with regards to environment risks. Similarly, 

prior researches by Shamlou, Saberi, and Amiri (2022) and Niu and Willoughby (2018) shows 

that the variables of TPB model in search of health information are positive and significant.  

 When one seeks for information through digital information sources, the information 

seeking behavior is affected by several factors with psychosocial characteristics such as 

personal traits, beliefs, values, tendencies, individual emotions (Zare-Farashbandi et al. 2016). 

When one has the beliefs or has positive emotions towards the particular behavior, they would 

more likely to have positive intention in seeking for the information that is required. Different 

information sources are considered when seeking for information to achieve the better outcome 

if one had self-confidence and high controllability.   
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2.4 Information Sources  

With the explosion of data, there are many ways to retrieve and integrate information from 

various sources. Information sources can be categorized as traditional and digital information 

sources (Sagun et al. 2019); impersonal and interpersonal sources (Wang, Sarkar, and Shah 

2017, Yinghong et al. 2011). Impersonal source only involves one-way communications 

whereas interpersonal involves two-way communications (Dodd et al. 2005, Gilly et al. 1998, 

McGee and Sawyerr 2003, Yinghong et al. 2011). Besides, impersonal source is non-relational 

to an individual such as manuals, journals, digital libraries and interpersonal source is on 

human-to-human, heart-to-heart channel (Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011, Molina, Gomez, and 

Martin-Consuegra 2010, Tokunaga and Gustafson 2014, Wang, Sarkar, and Shah 2017, Xia et 

al. 2012).  

Impersonal sources are commonly used in early stages of decision making as it provides 

greater expertise about the product or issue as compare to individuals (Dodd et al. 2005). When 

an individual has collected sufficient information, he or she can use their own preferences such 

as self-judgement or to consult friends, family or professionals for more information. Once it 

involves seeking information from another individual or involves two-way communication, it 

is known as interpersonal sources (Dodd et al. 2005, Yinghong et al. 2011).  

Interpersonal sources also known as personal sources is considered to provide better 

view of intricacies of the encounter, as the information is shared from two perspectives 

simultaneously (Gilly et al. 1998). Besides, it is also believed that interpersonal information 

exchange has the ability to affect the level of episodic influence of one’s decision of doing 

something (Gilly et al. 1998, McGee and Sawyerr 2003). Interpersonal sources of 

environmental information could be notably important among owner-managers of small 

business firms (McGee and Sawyerr 2003). 

Besides, selection of information-seeking source is also based on the convenience of 

the information seeker (Dodd et al. 2005). Whichever source is convenient; information seekers 

are most likely to choose the source. Sources of information can be classified into two major 

sources, which are mainly traditional information sources and digital information sources.   

 

2.4.1 Traditional vs Digital Information Sources 

The source of information is an important part of the study as the source of the information is 

related to the source accessibility and quality of the information searched which leads to the 

innovativeness of a person. Some of the examples are that multiple sources of information can 

provide a possible combination and enhancement of different knowledge source (Bigliardi and 
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Ivo Dormio 2009, Trippl et al. 2009). With the many variation of information source, it can aid 

in the progressive search of innovation ideas and information for one to increase their 

innovative capability (Fiet, Norton, and Clouse 2007). With the sufficient information, one will 

then be able to work out multiple innovative idea to gain benefit as it would reflect their success 

(Dosi 1988). In this research, traditional information source is defined as sources of information 

that is relayed through non- electronic imaging or sound (Johnson and Kaye 1998). Traditional 

and digital information sources will be discussed in the following sub-heading. 

  

2.4.1.1 Traditional Information Sources  

Traditional information sources such as word of mouth are often being used to receive 

information in a faster way however the credibility of information is scored in midpoint as it 

involves emotional contagion and affect infusion during the response process (Söderlund and 

Rosengren 2007, Sulemani and Katsekpor 2007). The rural dwellers also heavily depend on 

word of mouth (Bosompra 1987, Islam and Ahmed 2012) as it is more convenient, however, 

word of mouth is an information conversation between two or more people which has powerful 

impacts towards the behavior of the person shows when making a decision. The reliability of 

information through word of mouth varies as it is more of a personal experience or reflection 

sharing (Ghorban and Tahernejad 2012). 

Radio was rated as the most credible source as compared to other traditional 

information sources among the rural folks (Bosompra 1987, Kim and Johnson 2009, Guan et 

al. 2017, Rodriguez et al. 2015, Sulemani and Katsekpor 2007) because the information 

broadcasted were found to be more truthful. Besides, in the recent studies in three different 

researchers has shown similar form of information source for the rural dwellers and 

entrepreneurs in Tanzania, Cyprus and North-West zone of Nigeria (Adamides and Stylianou 

2018, Isaya, Agunga, and Sanga 2016, Mohammed and Garaba 2019). In all three countries, 

the researchers have found that the rural dwellers highly use radio as their main information 

source (Adamides and Stylianou 2018, Isaya, Agunga, and Sanga 2016, Mohammed and 

Garaba 2019). From the feedback compiled from the rural dwellers, the researcher concluded 

that, the information which uses local dialect is preferred as they are able to understand the 

information better. Besides, television is another common source used among the rural dwellers 

(Abu Bakar 2011, Anwar and Supaat 1998, Islam and Ahmed 2012, Rodriguez et al. 2015) as 

it produces visual images which is more attracting as compared to the radio that only produces 

sound.  
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2.4.1.2 Digital Information Sources  

On the other hand, according to Schatz (1997) digital information source is defined as 

a source of information that is transmitted through the electronic platform. Digital information 

sources are readily to give the information which saves the effort of an individual to gather the 

information required (Sagun et al. 2019, Veinberg 2015). Internet, World Wide Web (WWW) 

are examples of digital information sources whereby by June 2019, there is more than 4 billion 

internet users which is nearly 60 per cent of the world population has the access to internet 

(Stats 2019). According to MCMC (2019b), there is 28.7 million internet uses which is 87.4 

per cent of the Malaysian population and 85 per cent of the users were seeking for information.  

Few recent studies show that rural dwellers in Poland and Rio are adapting to the digital 

information sources as they found it to be more accessibility and timeliness (Camillo 2020, 

KrzyŻAnowska and Wawrzyniak 2019). The researchers found that the rural dwellers showed 

lesser interest in using radio or television to receive information however, they’ve turned to E-

mails and social networks to receive information in a faster way (Camillo 2020, 

KrzyŻAnowska and Wawrzyniak 2019). Thus, this shows that as the digital era is rising, certain 

rural dwellers has moved from the traditional information sources to the digital information 

sources.  Digital information sources play an important role in developing the entrepreneurial 

orientation by providing ample information regarding business opportunities (Chatterjee, Dutta 

Gupta, and Upadhyay 2020). According to Venkatesh et al. (2017), digital information sources 

such as ICT can benefit the rural community especially rural entrepreneurs as market 

information can be extracted and it lowers the transaction cost which greatly help the 

entrepreneurs to speak to customers, in market expansion, to build business network and to 

obtain skills and strategy.  

As the technology advances, both traditional information sources and digital 

information sources has merged leading to digital convergence (Chung, Boutaba, and Hariri 

2014, Garcia‐Murillo and MacInnes 2003, Mueller 1999). Digital convergence is “a take-over 

of all forms of media by one technology” (Mueller 1999, 12) such as digital computers, 

smartphones, digital television, cloud and more (Vukanovic 2018).  

Thus, as the digital information source provides crucial information for the 

entrepreneurs. Little studies were done on the usage of the digital information source in the 

rural parts of Malaysia. This increases the need to conduct this study on the digital information 

sources escpially the rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia to further understand the factors affecting 

the use of digital information sources of the rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia.  
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2.5 Source Accessibility 

According to O'Reilly (1983), accessibility of source is the primary determination of use of the 

particular source. The characteristics of accessibility such as timeliness and effort forms 

opinions about the sources, thus affects the selection of information sources by the information 

seeker (Christensen and Bailey 1997). According to Woudstra, van den Hooff, and Schouten 

(2012), there are three dimensions for source accessibility namely, physical dimension, 

relational dimension and cognitive dimension. Physical dimension involves the time and 

physical effort to access to the information source where the source can be accessed fast with 

little effort. Relational accessibility is the relational cost where the information seeker is 

comfortable to ask for information and reveals the lack of knowledge on the topic. Lastly, 

cognitive accessibility refers to getting the information from the source after being approached 

or contacted. Selection of source differs for every individual or organizations as it depends on 

the accessibility.  

In terms of an entrepreneurial Small Medium Enterprise (SME), the source of 

information can be either from other firms or institutes either in the public or private region. In 

addition, other source of information of the SME are from the internet and other media, through 

exhibition and fairs, through trade journal and educational events. Some source of information 

is obvious to the entrepreneur as it is part of their everyday routine. As an example, a majority 

of entrepreneurs attend commercial and technology fair as part of their day to day business. 

Thus, their information source is embedded as part of their daily routine. On the contrary, some 

potential useful source of information can be less obvious and the ability to extract the 

information from its source is partially dependent on the background, education level and the 

knowledge of the entrepreneur (Varis and Littunen 2010).  

Furthermore, the external environment of a person would affect the ability of the person 

to underline the potential external source of information when they are trying to obtain it or 

when using it. People in the rural area and the peripheral areas are forced to be dependent on 

the limited information source. This is mainly due to the lack of local network development 

and also the lack of public instruments such as a library or a computer center/hub (North and 

Smallbone 2000).The delivery and source of information to the rural dweller are important 

subject matters that need to be analyzed as information received by the rural dwellers must be 

accurate and sufficient to ensure the quality of the information (Woudstra, van den Hooff, and 

Schouten 2016).  

The source accessibility of digital information is a critical factor to dive in. Despite 

many programs that had been conducted on computer literacy for the rural entrepreneurs, there 
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is still a need to study source accessibility. Only with accessible source of information can the 

digital divide for the urban and the rural entrepreneurs. As Malaysia is a developing country, 

this would also act as a catalyst to ensure the country would develop faster. 

 

2.6 Quality of Information  

According to Yinghong et al. (2011), the two traditional and digital information sources 

contains few attributes namely, content, ambiguity-resolving capacity, credibility and bias. 

These attributes are few of the common dimensions of information quality. Quality information 

is which the information or literature provides sufficient details to use or the extent to 

successfully serves the purpose to information seekers (Kahn, Strong, and Wang 2002). 

According to Kahn, Strong, and Wang (2002), information quality dimensions are mapped into 

model tailoring to information needs in order to show validity and quality. On the other hand, 

information or data is described as “Fit-for-use” because one may have different perspective 

on the sufficiency of the information received compared to another person (Knight and Burn 

2005, Tayi and Ballou 1998, Wang and Strong 1996). 

The rise of digital resources in the current era, the meaning of information quality is a 

paramount concern (Lukyanenko, Wiggins, and Rosser 2020). According to Knight and Burn 

(2005, 162), quality of information is “within the context of World Wide Web and its Search 

Engines,” and it highly depends on how the information provider produces the information, the 

storage and maintain the system for information providers and information seekers. The 

information quality is one of the indication of trust between information seeker and the 

information provider on the source of information (Baqa et al. 2018).   

The accuracy of information from the information sources is an important dimension 

for quality of information, as the accuracy should show correct, reliable and certified free of 

error information else, it would be a misleading information (Knight and Burn 2005, Nakahara, 

Nakajima, and Sakamoto 2018). There may be a considerable amount of inaccurate information 

on the Internet as there were no editorial control (Fallis 2004), however, if the information 

seeker seeks for information in proper sources (e.g. official websites) information are high 

chances to be credible.  

Besides, understandability of information is another important dimension for quality of 

information. Information which has higher scores for understandability often includes clear 

and simple information which is easy to comprehend and understand the content provided in 

the information source (Visla et al. 2019). Information which are easy to comprehend are 

information that can be understood by cohorts of information seekers with different 
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experiences and background (Zuccon 2016). According to Beltramini (2006), information 

which are believable indicates the effectiveness of communication and able to create positive 

affect outcome behavior. The believability of information is the extent to which the information 

is regarded as true and credible (Knight and Burn 2005).  

The quality of information obtained from the web is important as it is commonly linked 

to the value of the webpage (Hadi and Kusnandar 2018, Lee, Chan, and Purnomo 2014). In 

order to receive quality information, there will be cost implied either in monetary form or non-

monetary (e.g. effort) form which may be a cultural barrier.  

 

2.7 Psychosocial Factor at Work 

Psychosocial factor includes the aspects of psychological factor and social factors of the job 

and work environment such as organizational climate or culture, roles, interpersonal 

relationship and design and content of respective task assigned (Hammer et al. 2004, Rugulies 

2019). According to Kristensen et al. (2005), psychosocial work environment is one of the most 

important work environment issues in the current and future societies. Nature of work has 

evolved in many ways ever since the digital era arises and transformation of traditional way of 

work environment to digital fields (Hoff and Öberg 2015). The use of digital information 

sources for work activities is known as the “new ways of working” (Nijp et al. 2016), creating 

more flexible in terms of place and time-independent work environment (Christensen et al. 

2020). With flexibility at work due to existence of digital information sources have pros and 

cons towards the working employees. The cons are that employers may have higher 

expectations and urges on responses and results from the employees which causes “workplace 

telepressure” (Barber and Santuzzi 2015, Christensen et al. 2020). Besides, there may be 

obstacle when accessing the digital information sources, if there is low social support in the 

workplace, it causes techno-fatigue where employee feels that it is inefficient to use the digital 

information sources (Christensen et al. 2020). On the other hand, the pros of the presence of 

digital information sources at workplace is that many work roles may potentially be boundary 

less (Kingma 2018) where data transmission acceleration and virtual access are applicable. If 

the employees are digital savvy, this is a benefit and may boost their self-confidence in 

workplace.  

Psychosocial work environment affects two contexts which are the workplace and 

individual. In workplace, it involves the nature and quality of workplace norms such as 

emotional demands for work, meaning of work and social support from colleagues at 

workplace (Hammer et al. 2004, Kristensen et al. 2005). Organizational norms such as 
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commitment to the job and social relations are important because it is parallel to job demands 

and social supports (Loughry and Eyber 2003). Few researches were done on psychosocial 

work environment through both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies shows that 

psychological demands at the work environment affects one’s mental health, such as, high 

levels of social support at workplace from colleagues or partners, may help in one’s mental 

health which leads to better working environment and higher productivity (Broadbent 1985, 

Bromet et al. 1992, Estryn-Behar et al. 1990, Estryn-Béhar et al. 2007, Kawakami, Haratani, 

and Araki 1992, Stansfeld and Candy 2006). 

It is important to keep positive psychosocial work environment in workplace as there 

are studies stating that many negative health outcomes arise in psychosocial work environment 

in different workforces (Useche et al. 2019). When the workplace is surrounded with positive 

work environment, it will highly affect one’s motivation to perform well and be more 

committed to work and produce good performances. As the work is more emotionally 

demanding it is more likely to cause low performance (van den Heuvel et al. 2010). Task 

performance is the action that is relevant to seek certain achievement in the organization goals 

(Koopmans et al. 2014). As one seeks to have better task performance, it places the task as an 

important task thus, willingness to put in extra effort to gain affirmation in the task performance 

(Befort and Hattrup 2003). According to Rotundo and Sackett (2002), it is found that the overall 

task performance significantly improves when the task is deemed important.        

Besides, the social factors in workplace is important as it involves culturally appropriate 

social codes which one has to learn and follow to form relationships with one another in the 

workplace (Loughry and Eyber 2003). Social well-being is included in the definition of health 

which helps to reach higher job satisfaction and higher task performance at work (Koopmans 

et al. 2014). The social risk refers to the emotional demands and self-efficacy at workplace and 

how it affects an individual. Thus, with the support from the organization to improve the 

organizational, social and psychological environment in workplace, it encourages workers to 

be more engaged with work (Koopmans et al. 2014). 

 

2.8 Task Importance 

Task importance is the factor which will affect the task during implementation (Johnson et al. 

2016, Révész, Kourtali, and Mazgutova 2017, Tang, King, and Kay 2018). When there is a 

task situation, there will be a need of information. Information seeking behavior will be 

affected by task importance. According to Khan (2006), the three main constraints in order to 

achieve a successful project implementation is time, cost and scope of the project.  The 
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perceived importance of task is a term of cultural barrier which affects the information seeker 

to either spend more or lesser cost to receive such information (Zhang 2014).  

 Task importance is correlated with the seeker’s self-regulation when seeking for 

information as the seeker is willing to put in more effort to receive the information and will 

carefully look for quality content to complete the task (Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011, William 

2005, Xu, Tan, and Yang 2006). Task importance is equivalent to the outcome that the 

information seeker would like to have, thus, information seekers will be more willing to put in 

effort to get quality information (Chiaburu et al. 2017). Information seeker would use the most 

convenient way to reach the information required to avoid communication difficulty and to 

accomplish the task within the required timeframe (Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011, Chester et al. 

2016).  

When a task is important, information is mandatory to effectively resolve the task hence, 

creating positive task performance at workplace. A task is important when the outcome of the 

task is important to the information seeker whereby the information seeker is willingly to spend 

more time and effort on the task (Xu, Tan, and Yang 2006). Besides, information seeker will 

also put in more effort when there is a time frame to complete the task and the task is being 

highly prioritized by the seeker, thus the task is important (Dhir, Chen, and Nieminen 2015). 

Information seeker is willing to carefully look for quality content to fulfil a task if it is important 

as it correlates with the seeker’s self-regulation (Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011). If the task is 

perceived as highly important, more effort will be put in and vice versa.   

According to Befort and Hattrup (2003), the information is needed when the 

information seeker sees a value in the task that they are performing, when the task is valued, it 

is deemed to be important to the information seeker. The information seeker’s view of 

importance of task reflects the following action to retrieve information to increase the task 

performance (Befort and Hattrup 2003, Cayir, Basoglu, and Daim 2016). According to Cayir, 

Basoglu, and Daim (2016), task performance improves when the information seeker is 

motivated to work as knowing to its importance at workplace. 

 Entrepreneurs are faced with a numerous number of tasks daily. It would even be more 

challenging for the rural entrepreneurs to complete their task. Thus, the task is of importance, 

information is required to complete the task at a short period of time. The rural entrepreneurs 

had not been studied in previous studies. Thus, it is important to study how the task importance 

of the rural entrepreneurs can affect their usage of digital information. 
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2.9 Hypotheses Development 

2.9.1 Source Accessibility and Use of Digital Information Sources 

Source accessibility is the time and effort required to reach to the information source to the 

extent which the information seeker perceive that the particular source has the information 

required and is available for use (Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011, Zimmer, Henry, and Butler 

2007). According to prior research, it is found that source accessibility is one of the primary 

factors determining the use of an information source (Gray and Meister 2004, Zhang 2014, 

Zimmer, Henry, and Butler 2007). Previous studies found that information seekers tend to seek 

for information from people who they are more familiar within their social networks (Cool and 

Xie 2000, Hertzum et al. 2002, Woudstra, van den Hooff, and Schouten 2012). 

Source accessibility does not limit availability of the source but includes the cost of the 

source and the potential loss of information (Woudstra, van den Hooff, and Schouten 2012). In 

simple term, seekers would prefer to use sources which they perceive as cheap and worthwhile 

among other sources. According to Woudstra, van den Hooff, and Schouten (2016), 

information seekers are willing to trade off their time to acquire true and quality information. 

Besides, with little effort required, it is deemed that the information source has higher 

accessibility which can be accessed relatively fast (Woudstra, van den Hooff, and Schouten 

2016). There is a positive relationship between seeker’s perceived accessibility to source and 

the selection of use of information source (Zhang 2014). Source accessibility is one of the 

determinants for an individual to select whether to use the source. Therefore, this hypothesizes 

that: 

H1: Source accessibility positively influences the use of digital source for work purposes 

among the rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia.  

 

2.9.2 Quality of Information and Use of Digital Information Sources 

Quality of information pertains to the benefit aspect of the content of an information source 

(Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011, Gorla, Somers, and Wong 2010, Xu, Tan, and Yang 2006). 

Quality of information obtained from the web is important as it is commonly linked to the value 

of the webpage (Hadi and Kusnandar 2018). A study conducted by Kim and Niehm (2009) 

concluded that information quality affects the value and loyalty towards the information source 

as a perception of the source is created. Kim and Niehm (2009) also suggested that the use of 

online entertainment and design of website can boost the website information quality as it may 

attract the user to continue searching for information from the particular site. According to 

Agarwal, Xu, and Poo (2011), quality of information in the source is equivalent to how the 
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source communicates with the seeker. Understandability, accuracy, relevance and timeliness 

are the determinants of quality of information (Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011, Gorla, Somers, 

and Wong 2010, Xu, Tan, and Yang 2006). Quality of information will tag along service 

interaction quality in the site in order to ensure the quality of the source.  

In addition, service interaction quality is often encountered when going to a digital 

source especially on an e-commerce site where with positive service interaction on the source, 

it will positively increase the purchase intention of the customer (Bai, Law, and Wen 2008). A 

research conducted in Malaysia found that the extend use of persuasive features on the source 

such as dialogue support, credibility support and primary task support may enhance the service 

interaction quality of the source (Abdul Hamid et al. 2019). An individual does not always get 

the highest quality information available. However, more individuals tend to prefer to use 

information which has higher quality (Zimmer, Henry, and Butler 2007). When the quality of 

the information is high, the seeker would choose to use the digital source as the information 

may increase the decision making efficiency thus, leading to increase of organizational 

efficiency (Gorla, Somers, and Wong 2010). (Hadi and Kusnandar 2018) and (Abdul Hamid et 

al. 2019) demonstrates the considerably relationship between quality of information and the 

use of digital information sources respectively. Therefore, the study hypothesizes that: 

H2: Quality of information positively influences the use of digital information source for work 

purposes among the rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia.  

 

2.9.3 Psychosocial Work Environment and Use of Digital Information Sources 

In the previous conceptual framework by Xu, Tan, and Yang (2006), the term was formerly 

known as “social risk” and to suit this study better, the term was modified to psychosocial work 

environment. This is due to this study focuses on rural entrepreneurs’ work context and not 

limited to social context seeking of information. Entrepreneurs they face different possible 

environment such as physical environment or psychosocial work environment which 

influences and individual’s performance in workplace (Estryn-Béhar et al. 2007, Kristensen et 

al. 2005, Rigolizza and Amabile 2015). 

Psychosocial work environment is the psychological and social environment which 

influence an individual’s creativity, domain-relevant skills and task motivation at workplace 

(Rigolizza and Amabile 2015). In today’s work environment, it requires social support from 

colleagues and interactions both internally and externally of the workplace (Humphrey, 

Nahrgang, and Morgeson 2007, Rigolizza and Amabile 2015, Suseno et al. 2019). Task 

motivation is the one that is strongly affected by the psychosocial work environment as the 
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people will be motivated to engage to learn when there is a positive environment at workplace 

(Hammond et al. 2011, Suseno et al. 2019). Psychosocial work environment involves the 

amount of work, complexity of work, time constraints, one’s qualifications, and the supports 

from the surrounding (Hammer et al. 2004, Lavoie-Tremblay et al. 2005). 

A psychosocial work environment might affect an individual’s social risk and 

eventually affecting their information seeking behavior due to loss of self-confidence and loss 

of face when the environment is negative (Hammond et al. 2011, Rigolizza and Amabile 2015, 

Xu, Tan, and Yang 2006). On the other hand, if the psychosocial work environment is positive 

and is filled with encouragement, the individual will face lower social risk and in fact gain 

more self-confidence to ask for feedback or another chance to perform (Tan and Zhao 2003, 

Xu, Tan, and Yang 2006). The relationship between psychosocial work environment and use 

of sources are indirect however, they have a positive relationship (Humphrey, Nahrgang, and 

Morgeson 2007, Tan and Zhao 2003, Xu, Tan, and Yang 2006).  

H3: When the psychosocial work environment is positive, the use of digital information sources 

for work purposes increases among the rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia.   

 

2.9.4 Task Performance and Use of Digital Information Sources 

Task performance is the effectiveness of an individual with their personal task (Borman and 

Motowidlo 1997, Lo Destro et al. 2015). According to Koopmans et al. (2013), task 

performance is the proficiency of an individual on performing a technical task on the 

individual’s job and is often related to work quantity and quality, skills and knowledge of the 

particular task (Rotundo and Sackett 2002). With the same definition as task performance, prior 

researchers have used different term in their study such as task proficiency (Campbell 1990), 

technical activities (Borman and Motowidlo 1997) and job role performance (Welbourne, 

Johnson, and Erez 1998).  

 Task performance is also known to be the result of an activity which is recognized as 

part of their job contribution to the organization (Borman and Motowidlo 1997, Viswesvaran 

and Ones 2000). Being acknowledge for the work that an individual has done is crucial as it 

helps to determine the performance of individual’s work from another person’s point of view. 

This may be a motivation factor to motivate the individual to continue or improve to perform 

better in the future task (Humphrey, Nahrgang, and Morgeson 2007, Shyam et al. 2015). The 

task performance will be positive when the individual is satisfied with the process of operating 

the task (Koopmans et al. 2013). Thus, the use of digital information sources is one of the 
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processes for the rural entrepreneur to seek information in order to perform well for the task. 

Therefore, this hypothesizes that: 

H4: The use of digital information sources for work purposes positively relates to task 

performance of the rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia.  

 

2.9.5 The Moderating Role of Task Importance 

According to Allen (2017), the inclusion of moderating variable may facilitate to explain the 

links between the independent and dependent variables. The moderator affects the strength of 

the relationship between the independent and dependent variables (Sharma, Durand, and Gur-

Arie 1981). The task importance is proposed as the moderator between the relationship between 

source accessibility and use of digital information sources, quality of information and use of 

digital information sources; and psychosocial work environment and use of digital information 

sources to examine the strength of relationships.    

The relationship between source accessibility, quality of information and psychosocial 

work environment and use of digital information sources are affected by task importance. If 

the task is perceived important, the information seeker is willing to spend more time and effort 

to use the digital information sources in order to receive quality information (Xu, Tan, and 

Yang 2006). On the other hand, if the task is deemed as unimportant, the information seeker is 

not willing spend extra effort or time to use the digital information sources or as well as use 

other alternative sources available which requires lesser effort and time. The task importance 

affects the relationship between quality of information and use of digital information sources. 

Once the task is deemed important, the information seeker will choose information source 

which are able to provide more meaningful, comprehend, accurate and credible information 

(Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011). Same goes to psychosocial work environment, where is the task 

is deemed important, the information seeker may have a better psychological and social 

environment to have a better performance result at workplace (Woudstra, van den Hooff, and 

Schouten 2016).   

According to Xu, Tan, and Yang (2006), task importance is a moderating factor as it 

acts as a central route of processing in the information seeking process. Task importance highly 

affected by personal relevance of the information-processing task. As the task is more 

important, information seeker would be more engage and motivated to seek for information.   

Therefore, this hypothesizes that:    

H5a: When task importance is high, the positive relationship between source accessibility, and 

the use of digital information sources for work purposes are stronger. 
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H5b:  When task importance is high, the positive relationship between quality of information 

and the use of digital information sources for work purposes are stronger. 

H5c:  When task importance is high, the positive relationship between psychosocial work 

environment and the use of digital information sources for work purposes are stronger. 

 

2.10 Conceptual Framework 

In this study, the cost-benefit model and theory of planned behavior model are adapted. Besides, 

a conceptual framework by Agarwal, Xu, and Poo (2011) was adapted with slight modification 

to suit to this study. Certain variables in the conceptual framework by Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 

(2011) are modified to suit this research such as the term “Communication Difficulty” was 

modified to “Quality of Information”. The term communication difficulty used in the study by 

Agarwal, Xu, and Poo (2011) is the difficulty of communication from the information source 

with the information seeker hence, it is replaced with quality of information because through 

the research it is understand that with good quality of information the difficulty of 

communication is lower and with the term quality of information is more relatable in this study. 

Besides, the moderator; task importance influences the level of relationship between source 

accessibility, quality of information and psychosocial work environment. Cost-benefit model 

is used in this framework as there were many different information sources available for the 

rural entrepreneurs and through cost-benefit analysis, the rural entrepreneurs are able to make 

decision on which information sources shall be chosen.  A new exogenous variable 

“Psychosocial Work Environment” is introduced as the focus of this research is on rural 

entrepreneur and the social surrounding in workplace of an entrepreneur will affect the 

information-seeking behavior. Lastly, an endogenous variable was also added to determine the 

task performance of the rural entrepreneur after the use of the digital information sources. The 

theory of planned behavior applied when use of digital information sources are the intention of 

a particular behavior and task performance is the behavior. Active information seeking plays 

key role in maintaining high awareness on surrounding issues for an entrepreneur as it has 

direct impact on the outcome of the task, so it is crucial to examine the intention and behavior 

for the information seeking.   In the premise, the conceptual framework of this research is 

developed based on the adapted theory and the series of hypotheses, which is exhibited in 

Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2. 1 The Research Framework of the Study 
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Chapter Overview 

This chapter outlines the methodological approach and methods utilized in this investigation 

of factors affecting digital information seeking behavior of rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia. 

The chapter first explains the philosophical foundations underpinning the epistemology of the 

research paradigm, followed by the overview of the research design. Next is the measurements 

of each variable, followed by sampling procedures, data collection method, research 

instruments, method for data analysis. Then, the ethical considerations for the research are 

discussed. In general, all the rural entrepreneurs from the listing provided from Ministry of 

Rural Development are contacted through telephone interview for main survey and 

interviewer-administered questionnaire for pilot study in Malaysia.  

 

3.2 Research Paradigm 

In social science research, the word ‘paradigm’ is conceptualized by many authors that 

determines its current meaning – set of ideas, assumptions and beliefs that shaped and guided 

the activity of a particular scientific community (Babbie 2014, Jackson 2003, McGregor and 

Murnane 2010). Traditionally, the definition of ‘paradigm’ defined by Kuhn (1970) was a 

general concept of high quality research or thinking that putative practices are agreed by a 

particular scientific community. Kuhn (1970) was also known by popularizing the idea of 

‘paradigm’ to the social science research world. There are few types of paradigms used by 

researchers however, the four most extensively used paradigms in research are positivism, post-

positivism, pragmatism and interpretivism. 

Pragmatism is a philosophical approach that evaluates theories or ideology which 

works satisfactorily towards the philosopher’s practical application (Kankam 2019). According 

to Guthrie (2010), pragmatism approach allows researchers to combine methodologies in the 

same project and use any research techniques that solves the research problem they face. Thus, 

pragmatism approach is not a loyal to any system of philosophy as its flexibility to change and 

readiness to respond at unavoidable situations (Kankam 2019, MacKenzie and Podsakoff 2012, 

Scott 2016). Pragmatic research paradigm is used in both quantitative and qualitative 

researches as it provides opportunity to identify useful points of connection between the data.  

On the other hand, interpretivist research paradigm is mostly used in qualitative 

research as it deals with social truth or reality (Creswell and Poth 2007). According to Aliyu et 

al. (2014, 84), interpretivism is defined as “the ontological point of view at social formation or 

construct of the mind’s inner feeling.” The interpretivist researchers rely much on the 
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participants’ point of view on the subject being studied thus, their purpose is to describe 

situations (Cronje 2012).  

Besides, the purpose of post-positivism is to observe the necessary influences by 

perception and cognition which can never be totally value-free (Kankam 2019, McGregor and 

Murnane 2010). Post-positivism is an enhanced version of positivism where it similar by 

investigating or studying the criticism of the participants, however, at certain extent post-

positivism is similar to the pragmatism approach (Henderson 2011, Scotland 2012). There are 

distinct differences between post-positivism and positivism as in post-positivism, the criticism 

is made is more on a wide perspective such as world problems (Henderson 2011, Wang, Duffy, 

and Haffey 2007).  

According to Aliyu et al. (2014, 81), positivism is defined as “self-governing, 

independent and objective existence of truth” where the observations are based on the opinions 

of the participants. Positivism is a hypothetico-deductive method to examine the outcome of a 

study which often is quantitative study, where the functional relationships are derived between 

independent variable and dependent variables (Park, Konge, and Anrtino 2020). The positivism 

paradigm is applied in this study to discover the true knowledge of information-seeking 

behavior of the rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia which the term ‘positivism’ reflects on claiming 

that the knowledge is directly based on experience and emphasis on facts and causes of the 

behavior (Aliyu et al. 2014). Besides, this study is limited to data collection and interpretation 

in an objective way where the findings are usually observable and quantifiable. One of the 

fundamental goals of positivist research is to generate explanatory linkages or causal 

relationships that eventually lead to prediction and control of the phenomena under 

consideration. With the ability to understand, identify and measure how use of digital 

information sources affects their task performance among the rural entrepreneurs in this study 

fits to one of the philosophical foundation of the positivist paradigm – ontology (Park, Konge, 

and Anrtino 2020).  

 

3.3 Research Design 

The quantitative study is more structured, rigid, fixed and predetermined to ensure validity and 

reliability of the information and its classification is more applicable to an inductive study 

(Regnér 2003). Besides, this study uses a cross-sectional study to obtain overall picture of the 

research as it stands at the time of the study (Levin 2006). This research utilized a survey design 

accomplished through telephone interview. As there may be presence of language barrier 

between the respondents and researchers, different languages (in Bahasa Malaysia and 
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Mandarin) of questionnaire are prepared. The respondents for this research is rural 

entrepreneurs, thus, government agencies such as Ministry of Rural Development was 

contacted to obtain the sampling frame. 

 

3.4 Population, Sample and Sampling Procedures 

The population of this study is the rural entrepreneurs who use digital information source to 

enhance their task performance in Malaysia. The sampling frame in this research is obtained 

from the Ministry of Rural Development Malaysia or Kementerian Pembangunan Luar Bandar 

(KPLB). KPLB is the government organization which provides a platform for rural 

entrepreneurs to improve their business by organizing courses, events and competition to 

increase their business knowledge and skills and to provide them opportunities to expand their 

business. According to KPLB (2019), there are 1,128 rural entrepreneurs in Peninsular 

Malaysia, 100 in Sarawak and 41 rural entrepreneurs in Sabah, a total of 1,269 rural 

entrepreneurs. However, after filtering out, only 813 rural entrepreneurs who provide contact 

number in the list. All the rural entrepreneurs on the KPLB list were selected to participate in 

this research as the number is manageable. This research acknowledges that not all rural 

entrepreneurs in Malaysia are registered with KPLB. However, the listing provided by KPLB 

is considered appropriate to represent the population of rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia. 

 

3.4.1 Sample Size 

According to the KPLB, there is a total of 813 rural entrepreneurs that are contactable (KPLB 

2020). The G*Power analysis program is used to determine the population size of the study, 

with 3 predictors (source accessibility, quality of information and psychosocial work 

environment), with 95% statistical power, 0.05 α error probability, 0.15 (medium) effect size, 

the minimum sample size required for this research is 119. However, according to Krejcie and 

Morgan (1970), the sample size of this study should reach 260 as the population size is between 

800 and 850. Therefore, the intended sample size for this research is 260.  

 

3.5 Data Collection Method 

Initially, this study adopts an approach as distribution channel which is by conducting offline 

questionnaire survey, where the questionnaire forms are distributed to respondents who are 

qualified in a face-to-face manner. However, due to the global pandemic – COVID 19 

pandemic, this study employs telephone interview as data collection method. The researcher 
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called the rural entrepreneurs, introduced and explained on the research and seek for permission 

before starting with the questionnaires. A copy of the questionnaire was sent to the participants 

upon their agreement to participate in the study through Whatsapp or Email so the participants 

are able to see the questions they are being asked on. At the same time, a call will be dialed out 

to the participant to read out the questions and researcher will note down the participant’s 

response. Ultimately, there is a total of 813 respondents and only 417 participated in the 

research over 3-months period from October 2020 to December 2020 throughout Malaysia. 

Which converts to a 53% of response rate which was acceptable. As this is over the phone 

interview, so calls were made based on the list obtained. Most of the phone numbers did not 

went through or they do not agree to participate in this survey, thus, resulting to have 417 

respondents.   

Online questionnaire is not used in this research as there is a criterion in order to 

participate in this research. There is no doubt that online survey research would be more time-

saving and cost-saving, however, it is difficult to identify who are the respondent and if they 

fit in the criteria as there is no guarantee on the demographic or characteristics information 

provided are accurate (Wright 2005). There is also a chance for the rural entrepreneurs to have 

the lack of access to internet thus, missed out the opportunity to participate in this research. 

Besides, with the use of virtual internet communities to distribute invitation to participation in 

a survey may cause sample bias (Alessi and Martin 2010, Ball 2019). Thus, it is most 

appropriate to apply telephone interview or interviewer-administered questionnaire but due to 

the pandemic, which further justifies the use of telephone interview to collect data was 

preferred.  

An opening script is prepared prior to the data collection. When the phone call is made, 

it starts with greeting the participant and self-introduction. Then, the purpose of the call is being 

notified to the participant together with the purpose of the study. Once the participant 

understands, the researcher will explain thoroughly what the participation needs to do and 

approximate duration of the survey. The researcher will then emphasis on the voluntary 

participation where participant is able to choose to continue the survey or withdraw. The 

confidentiality and anonymity is then explained to the participants. Participants are allowed to 

ask questions if they are in doubt and if no questions, again, the researcher will get the consent 

to proceed to the questionnaire. The above telephone survey protocols are adopted from (UWO 

2002, Busara 2021). 
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3.5.1 Telephone Survey Protocol 

According to Kempf and Remington (2007), telephone survey is a research method where the 

researcher would proceed the research surveys with respondents over the telephone. It was 

proven that telephone is the primary doorway to reach to the general public where almost 

everyone has a telephone. The main aim for the use of telephone survey is to have valid, reliable 

and generalizable conclusions of the populations on the basis of respondents in the research 

(Kempf and Remington 2007). It is important to select the participants from the target 

population, so the researcher is able to obtain valid information for the item of interest (Israel 

and O'Leary 2020). Therefore, the participants from this survey were obtained from KPLB. 

Telephone survey has few advantages which are cost-effective, provides immediate response 

and has personal touch. Through telephone survey, it is undeniable that the researcher is able 

to get immediate response which is faster than emails, however, there is also a chance for the 

participant to not picking up the telephone. Thus, there is a need to have sufficient contacts 

prepared to ensure there is sufficient respondents in the research. Besides, telephone interviews 

are more expressive as compare to email surveys, the presence of personal touch can capture 

more responses. The protocols for telephone survey used in this research are adopted from 

Israel and O'Leary (2020).  

 The protocol starts with an introduction of the researcher, purpose and getting a 

permission from the participants to continue with the survey. The researcher will mention that 

the participation of the survey is voluntary and the answers are confidential.  If the participant 

disagrees to participate, the researcher prepared few refusal comebacks to respond to the 

participant just so they can give another chance.  

 On the other hand, if the participant agrees to participate, the researcher will send a 

copy of the questionnaire to the participant via Whatsapp or Email and dialed out to the 

participant beginning with informing them the measurement scale. Once the participants are 

clear, the researcher will proceed to the questionnaires. If the participant could not finish the 

survey at once, the researcher will get an alternative time for the call-back from the participant. 

The call-back will be done at the promised schedule. Each phone call is estimated to be 15-30 

minutes. The detailed scripts are attached in Appendix D. 

 

3.6 Questionnaire Design 

The questionnaire survey is the main approach adopted in this research to collect primary data. 

The questionnaire is constructed based on the cost-benefit analysis model, and most appropriate 
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questions have been selected to determine the use of digital information sources and task 

performance of the rural entrepreneurs. The questionnaire is divided into 5 sections in 5 pages 

inclusive of a categorical question, rating questions, open question and list questions with five-

point Likert scale for exogenous variables, endogenous variables and moderating variables and 

one open-ended question to measure the items. The five-point Likert scale is measured with 

the scales from strongly disagree to strongly agree according the measurement scales adopted 

from similar researches of cost-benefit analysis model (Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011, Xu, Tan, 

and Yang 2006). According to Joshi et al. (2015), Likert scale aims to understand the opinions 

or perceptions of the participants involved in the research related with the single ‘latent’ 

variable. The perceptions of the ‘latent’ variable is expressed through a series of questions in 

the questionnaire. The five-point Likert scale is adopted as Symonds (1924) implied that 5-

point Likert scale has the optimal reliability (Croasmun and Ostrom 2011). If the point scale 

were to increase, the reliability might increase but it would be in small values that it is not 

worth the effort to analyze the difference. In addition, there have been numerous successful 

studies that uses five-point Likert scale to measure the items in the research. Thus, the scale is 

appropriate for this research.  

 As for the exogenous variables, the questionnaire items for source accessibility are 

adapted from researches by Agarwal, Xu, and Poo (2011). In the prior study conducted by 

Agarwal, Xu, and Poo (2011), the questionnaire particularly for source access difficulty were 

adapted to the study. 4 out of 5 of the items of the questionnaire for this construct were adapted 

where one question “It would be very hard to get to [ ]” was removed due to similar context 

with “It would take a lot of effort to reach [ ]”. In this study, the researcher filled up the “[ ]” 

from the original context with the term, digital information source to better fit the questions to 

the study. One of the question, “It would not be easy to approach [ ]” was reversed to “It is 

easy to access the digital information sources to prevent acquiescence bias. 

 Besides, as for quality of information, the questionnaire all fours questions were 

adapted from the study conducted by Lee et al. (2002). In order for the question to fit better to 

this study, in each question the researcher added “from the digital information source”. There 

were two questions were reconstructed but the meaning of the question remains the same to 

better understand the question with using layman terms.  

 Moreover, psychosocial work environment, questions are deduced from studies by 

Agarwal, Xu, and Poo (2011) and Kristensen et al. (2005). From the study conducted by 

Kristensen et al. (2005), 3 out of 30 of the questions are adapted where the three most relatable 

questions are focusing on emotional demands, meaning of work and social support under the 
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psychosocial factors at workplace. As this study is focusing on entrepreneurs, the 

questionnaires developed on other scales are more for organizations. The three questions 

adapted were converted from question to statement to ensure consistency of the questionnaire. 

Besides, psychosocial work environment also focuses on task self-efficacy where the questions 

are adopted from the studies conducted by Agarwal, Xu, and Poo (2011). Two out of five 

questions were adapted in this study. Only the two questions adopted in this study as the 

questions were adapted from two prior studies conducted by Xu, Tan, and Yang (2006) and Xu 

and Chen (2006) thus, it was utilized in this study.     

 On the other hand, as for the endogenous variable, use of digital information sources, 

the question was adapted from Agarwal, Xu, and Poo (2011). One question was adapted in this 

study as the three questions were merged to one question so it will be easier for the participant 

to respond. Besides, as for task performance, all the questions on this sector were adopted from 

Koopmans et al. (2013). 

 As for the moderating variable, task importance, the questions were adapted from the 

study conducted by Agarwal, Xu, and Poo (2011). In the prior study, there were five questions 

in this construct where three questions were adopted to this study. The three questions were 

adopted to this study as it was adopted in prior research conducted by Xu, Tan, and Yang 

(2006). 

The whole questionnaire is shown in Appendix A for English language and translated 

to Mandarin (refer Appendix B) and Bahasa Malaysia (refer Appendix C) by the researcher. 

The advantages of having a multilingual survey is that it enables the researcher to reach people 

from more diverse backgrounds and the respondents will be able to understand the context of 

survey questions which helps to provide high-quality data and better respondent experience. 

The questionnaires which has been translated to Mandarin was checked by a Chinese Teacher 

of a Secondary school with teaching experience of over 7 years in teaching Mandarin, and the 

Bahasa Malaysia questionnaire was checked by a Malay teacher of a Secondary school with 

experience of over 15 years in teaching Bahasa Malaysia language. Both teachers have strong 

bilingual skills in either Mandarin and English; Bahasa Malaysia and English. The translated 

questionnaire allows the participants to understand the easily as most of the rural entrepreneurs’ 

mother tongue language is Bahasa Malaysia and in certain region, their mother tongue language 

is Mandarin. There are five pages in the questionnaire which consists of the Participant 

Information Sheet which exhibits the purpose of the survey, ethics approval number and the 

researcher’s contact information. On the second page, it is the beginning of the survey which 

indicates the task and information sources that the rural entrepreneurs most frequently use.  
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In section B, the information collected in Section A will be used to relate to the 

questions which portrays the perception of the rural entrepreneurs who have participated in this 

survey. The respondents are required to answer all the questions in Section B and C as it 

measures the latent variables. In Section C collects information of the task performance of the 

rural entrepreneurs after the usage of the digital information sources, thus, it is required to 

answer all the questions. Section D collects the demographic information of the respondents 

regarding age, gender, highest education level, business type, establishment of business, 

number of staff and average turnover for 3 years.  

According to Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill (2016), rating questions are often used to 

collect opinion data. Category questions are used to collect data about behavior or attributes. 

Open questions are used to understand in depth of the topic and to find out what is the 

uppermost in the respondent’s mind.  

 

3.7 Pilot Test 

Prior to data collection, a pilot test was conducted. A pilot study is a preliminary study to test 

research protocols, data collection, ample recruitment strategies, and other research techniques 

in preparation for the main study (Hassan, Schattner, and Mazza 2006). A pilot test is to identify 

issues that would make significant improvement in the questionnaire and to test on the 

feasibility of the analysis to provide the proper groundwork of the questionnaire (Hassan, 

Schattner, and Mazza 2006, Taylor, Sinha, and Ghostal 2016). The process of pilot study is to 

“rectify any inadequacies, in time, before administering the instrument orally or through a 

questionnaire to respondent, and thus reduces bias” (Sekaran and Bougie 2016, 155). Necessary 

amendments are made to establish content validity thus, the researcher are able to ensure that 

the questions in the questionnaire are properly answered by the participant who are identical to 

the participants in the main survey with no doubt (Krosnick 2018, Saunders, Lewis, and 

Thornhill 2016).  

Preliminary analysis can be done from the pilot study to ensure that the data collected 

is valid. The purpose of pilot study was further explained by Kumar, Talib, and Ramayah 

(2013) is to ensure the wordings for each question in the questionnaire is correct, whether there 

is a need to add or eliminate any questions, the questions are in the right sequence, no 

ambiguous questions asked and all instructions are stated clear and adequate. All adopted or 

adapted developed questions or scales are best to go through pilot study to ensure that the 

questions are feasible and works accurately in the new context (Kumar, Talib, and Ramayah 

2013). According to Willis (2004), the optimal sample size for pilot study is 5 to 15 
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participants, however, Perneger et al. (2015) argues that sample size of 30 is optimum as a 

default value for pilot study of a questionnaire. A sample size of 5-15 is not sufficient as there 

is prone to miss fairly common problems thus, produces unwanted results or difficulty 

(Perneger et al. 2015). According to Hunt, Sparkman, and Wilcox (1982), the decision of 

sample size in a pilot study depends on the length and complexity of the questionnaire, if a 

questionnaire is short and simple, a small sample size of 30 is sufficient, however if a long and 

complex questionnaire might require a larger sample size. In this study, the questionnaire is 

simple thus small sample size of 30 is reasonable.  

The pilot study took place two weeks before the data collection period on 28th August 

2020 to 1st September 2020. The period of time was given to allow the researcher to make any 

necessary amendments on the questionnaires before finalizing the questionnaire to brief the 

research assistants. With purposive sampling method, 30 pilot study respondents were 

collected across Miri divisions which consists of two districts: Marudi and Miri via interviewer-

administered questionnaire (PBM 2020). This is due to COVID-19 pandemic, there is a lock 

down in Malaysia where there is a restriction on travel across states in all transportations. There 

are two requirements to be a respondent of this survey is: (1) not registered under Kementerian 

Pembangunan Luar Bandar (KPLB) and (2) is a rural entrepreneur in any field of business. The 

researchers collected 12 respondents from Marudi district and 18 respondents from Miri 

district. These respondents who were involved in the pilot study will not be included to the 

main study for analysis. The pilot study respondents were approached with the help of two 

research assistants in the districts by going to door-to-door businesses in the rural area. Before 

the pilot study respondents start with the questionnaire, the research assistants will ask the rural 

entrepreneurs few questions to see if they fit in the criterion to be involved in the questionnaire 

survey. Once the rural entrepreneurs fit in the criteria, the research assistant will get the consent 

from them to continue the survey by explaining to them the purpose of this study.  

Upon completion of the pilot study, there was suggestions made by the pilot study 

respondents as there was a confusion on question 7 - “It is easy to access the digital information 

source” as compared to the previous questions because it was reverse coded. Reversals were 

included in the survey to prevent acquiescence bias to happen in the questionnaire, thus, no 

changes were made (Krosnick and Presser 2010). Apart from that, respondents found two 

words rather similar “accurate” and “credible”, however, after explaining the definition to the 

respondents they are fine with the questions. The word accurate is defined as correct, exact and 

without any mistakes, whereas, credible is defined as able to believe or trusted (Dictionary 

2020). Thus, no changes were made for the questions.  
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According to Hinton, McMurray, and Brownlow (2014), Cronbach’s alpha reading of 

0.7 to 0.9 shows high reliability whereas 0.5 to 0.7 shows moderate reliability assessed with 

SmartPLS. Thus, with the Cronbach’s alpha reading yielded from each construct, the items in 

the questionnaire are deemed reliable.  

 

 

3.7.1 Assessing Reliability and Validity of the Questionnaire  

Reliability has a characteristic of measurement concerned with accuracy, precision and 

consistency. The reliability test is tested through Cronbach’s Alpha in SPSS software with the 

threshold value of 0.6. Where if the Cronbach’s Alpha value should be equal or 0.6, it is deemed 

reliable, similarly, if lower than 0.6 it is not reliable (Straub, Boudreau, and Gefen 2004). To 

analyze the reliability of the item measured, Cronbach’s alpha from SPSS is used. The 

questionnaire yielded a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.63 to 0.89, as show in table 3.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

However, reliability is crucial for research studies, however, it is not sufficient unless combined 

with validity (Taherdoost 2016). Validity has a characteristic of measurement concerned with 

the extent that a test measures what we actually wish to measure. The validity test is also 

determined through SPSS software which the threshold for the validity test to be considered 

valid is when the significance value (Sig.) is lower than 0.05. If the Sig. of a question is larger 

than 0.05, it is deemed not valid, thus suggested to be removed (Straub, Boudreau, and Gefen 

2004). Sig. is the two-tailed p-value which evaluated the null against the alternative where the 

mean does not equal to 50. Under the null hypothesis, the probability of absolute value of t-

value should be greater than p-value. Thus, If the p-value is less than the pre-specified alpha 

value, it is concluded that the mean is statistically significantly different from 0 (Bruin 2006). 

In table 3.2 shows the validity test reading.  

Table 3. 1 Reliability Statistics for Constructs of Questionnaire 

Variable Number of Items Cronbach’s Alpha 

Source Accessibility 4 0.89 

Quality of Information 4 0.63 

Psychosocial Work Environment 5 0.71 

Use of Digital Information Sources 2 0.72 

Task Performance  4 0.68 

Task Importance 3 0.74 
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Table 3. 2 Validity Statistics for Constructs of Questionnaire 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.8 Data Analysis Methods 

This collected data are analyzed by utilizing Partial Least Square Structural Equation 

Modelling (PLS-SEM) to test the relationships between factors and the use of digital 

information sources. The relationship between use of digital information sources and task 

performance of the information seeker will be analyzed with the same model. The use of PLS-

SEM will be beneficial to this study as there are 2 endogenous variables in the conceptual 

framework. SEM is capable to examine multiple dependences in a research framework (Teo 

and Noyes 2011). There will be four major phases involved in the data analysis, namely 

preliminary data analysis, descriptive data analysis, measurement model and structural model 

analysis.  

Variable Item  Significance Value  

Source Accessibility ACC1 0.050 

 ACC2 0.001 

 ACC3 0.001 

 ACC4 0.002 

Quality of Information QOI1 0.001 

 QOI2 0.000 

 QOI3 0.005 

 QOI4 0.044 

Psychosocial Work Environment PWE1 0.011 

 PWE2 0.034 

 PWE3 0.000 

 PWE4 0.024 

 PWE5 0.001 

 TP1 0.004 

Task Performance  TP2 0.001 

 TP3 0.032 

 TP4 0.003 

Task Importance TIM1 0.001 

 TIM2 0.001 

 TIM3 0.035 
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3.8.1 Descriptive Data Analysis 

Descriptive statistics allow researchers to further describe and compare variables numerically 

(Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill 2016). Frequency and percentage distributions in descriptive 

data analysis helps to describe the demographic characteristics of the participants involved in 

the data collection. Examples of demographic are gender, age, educational level and 

background knowledge. Descriptive data analysis is conducted on all items in the 

questionnaires including source accessibility, quality of information, psychosocial work 

environment, use of digital information sources, task performance and task importance. 

According to Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill (2016), analysis is done on each of the variable 

to identify the preliminary information of the samples which includes frequency, mean and 

standard deviation of the results obtained.   

Besides, common method bias (CMB) also known as common method variance 

(CMV)is the systematic variance induced by measurement techniques (Doty and Glick 1998) 

where possibilities of CMB exist in empirical estimation of relationships among variables 

(Doty and Glick 1998, Jakobsen and Jensen 2015). It is necessary to conduct the CMB as most 

results and concerns of fellow researchers are related to studies having single-source, self-

reporting, cross-sectional design which has a tendency of biasness towards the rating of the 

indicator or items of the questions in the questionnaire. When a respondent is completing the 

questionnaire, there is a potential of bias to arise. Approaches and procedures were 

recommended to minimize common method bias in studies.  

 

3.8.2 Partial Least Squares Structural Equation Modeling 

In this research, SmartPLS 3.0 software is used and employing Partial Least Squares Structural 

Equation Modeling (PLS-SEM) technique to test the relationship between the potential factors 

and the use of digital information sources and the relationship between the use of digital 

information sources and the task performance of the rural entrepreneurs. There are two 

endogenous constructs in this research, thus, SEM is adopted for its capability to examine 

multiple dependences in a research framework (Teo and Noyes 2011). Besides, the 

measurement of reliability and validity of the theoretical constructs can be assessed 

simultaneously with testing of the relationships of those constructs. There are two streams of 

SEM namely, covariance-based SEM (CB-SEM) and variance-based SEM (PLS-SEM) (Hair 

et al. 2017) and the purpose of both methods differ substantially.  
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Principally, CB-SEM and PLS-SEM are different approaches and both have significant 

assumptions. It is crucial to select the appropriate method for the study. Thus, a recommended 

guideline is illustrated in Table 3.3.  

 

Table 3. 3 Guidelines for Selecting PLS-SEM and CB-SEM 

Types of analysis 
Recommended method 

PLS-SEM CB-SEM Both 

Objective = prediction X   

Objective = exploratory research or theory development X   

Objective = explanation only  X  

Objective = explanation and prediction X   

Measurement philosophy = total variance (composite-

based) 
X   

Measurement philosophy = common variance only 

(factor-based) 
 X  

Reflective measurement model specification   X 

Formative measurement model specification X   

Metric data   X 

Non-metric data = ordinal and nominal X   

Smaller sample sizes – N = < 100 X   

Larger sample sizes – N = > 100   X 

Binary moderators   X 

Continuous moderators X   

Normally distributed data   X 

Non-normally distributed data X   

Secondary (archival) data X   

Higher order constructs = two 1st order constructs X   

Higher order constructs = three or more 1st order 

constructs 
  X 

Latent variable scores needed for subsequent analysis x   

Source: Hair, Matthews, et al. (2017) 
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As shown in Table 3.3, two type of analysis, objective of study on explanation only and 

measurement philosophy being common variance (factor-based) cannot be analyzed with PLS-

SEM. The other remaining types of analysis can be done on either both CB-SEM and PLS-

SEM or on PLS-SEM only. There are a few common reasons for using PLS-SEM for analysis 

of prediction (Hair, Gabriel, and Patel 2014), a very common analysis in most social sciences 

studies, non-normal data (Hair, Gabriel, and Patel 2014), complex models and advanced 

analyses (Hair et al. 2017, Matthews 2017, Sarstedt et al. 2011), and the desire to identify 

unobserved heterogeneity (Hair et al. 2016, Matthews et al. 2016, Sarstedt et al. 2011). With 

the reasons concerning non-normal data, PLS-SEM is employed as the data analysis approach 

in this research.  

In this study, the statistical analysis is conducted with PLS-SEM as this research does 

not intend to confirm and existing theory but extends the Cost-Benefit model by adding an 

endogenous variable – Psychosocial Work Environment. PLS-SEM is appropriate for theory 

development and prediction. Besides, there are presence of formative constructs in the 

structural model where PLS-SEM is able to measure the formative constructs without the need 

to construct specification modification which is required by CB-SEM (Hair et al. 2016). With 

the use of CB-SEM for formative construct may result in failure to explain the covariance of 

all indicators (Chin 1998). Besides, it is also more complicated to use CB-SEM to analyses 

both formative and reflective constructs (Urbach and Ahlemann 2010). In conclusion, 

SmartPLS 3.0 is utilized in this study to test the structural model as it works well with complex 

model, for both formative and reflective constructs and develop theory research (Hair et al. 

2012). 
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3.8.3 Reflective and Formative Models 

 

Source: Hair et al. (2017) 

 

As shown in Figure 3.1, the statistical model underlying SEM consists of two elements of 

measurement model in this study namely, reflective measurement model and formative 

measurement model. Reflective measurement models are that assumes causality flows from 

the construct to the indicators which the underlying latent variable is assumed to affect all the 

measured variables (Hair et al. 2017, Hair, Howard, and Nitzl 2020, Sarstedt et al. 2016). On 

the contrary, the causality flows in the formative measurement models are from the measured 

variables are assumed to affect the constructs whereas the variables are not interchangeable 

and does not correlate with each other (Hair et al. 2017). In Table 3.6 shoes the differences 

between reflective and formative models. 

When formative constructs are included in the structural mode, it is more preferable to 

use the PLS-SEM approach and it is evaluated based on: convergent validity, indicator 

collinearity, statistical significance and relevance of the indicator weights (Hair et al. 2017, 

Hair et al. 2019, Hair 2019).  

In this research, source accessibility (SA) and psychosocial work environment (PWE) 

are considered as reflective constructs where the indicators manifest the construct (Agarwal, 

Xu, and Poo 2011, Kristensen et al. 2005, Xu, Tan, and Yang 2006). Specifically, the causality 

direction is from construct to indicators, all indicators have internal consistency, with high 

correlations and the measures are interchangeable. In contrast, quality of information (QOI) 

Figure 3. 1 Theoretical SEM and Constructs 
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and use of digital information sources (USE) are formative constructs where the measure item 

defines the construct (Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011, Lee et al. 2002). The causality direction of 

formative construct is from indicators to construct, internal consistency among indicators are 

not implied, correlations are not expected and items are not interchangeable (Freeze and 

Raschke 2007, Venkatesh et al. 2003). Thus, the degree of users’ attitudes towards the 

constructs determines how user rate all of the items. 

 

Table 3. 4 Reflective Model vs Formative Model 

 Reflective Formative 

Nature of construct Latent construct exists 

independent of the measures 

used 

Latent constructs are a 

combination of its indicators 

Direction of causality 

between items and 

latent construct 

Causality from construct to 

items  

- Variation in the 

constructs causes 

variation in the item 

measures 

 

Causality from items to 

construct 

- Variation in the item 

measures causes 

variation in the 

construct 

Characteristics of 

items used to measure 

the construct 

Items are manifested by the 

construct 

- Items share a common 

theme 

- Items are 

interchangeable 

- Adding or dropping an 

item does not change the 

conceptual domain of the 

construct 

Items define the construct 

- Items need not share a 

common theme 

- Items are not 

interchangeable 

- Adding or dropping an 

item may change the 

conceptual domain of 

the construct 

Item intercorrelation Items should have high positive 

intercorrelations  

Items could have various 

pattern of intercorrelation but it 
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Source: Coltman et al. (2008) 

 

3.9 Variables and Measurements 

3.9.1 Exogenous Variables 

There are four exogenous variables in this study – source accessibility, quality of information, 

work environment and task attributes. Appendix A exhibits the detailed measurement items of 

each exogenous variable.  

(a) Source Accessibility (SA) 

Source accessibility is the time and effort required to reach the information source 

(Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011, Xu, Tan, and Yang 2006). Agarwal, Xu, and Poo (2011) 

measured the source accessibility by the time spent to access to the source, effort required 

to reach the source and the ease to approach to the information source. Meanwhile, Fidel 

and Pejtersen (2004) measure source accessibility by the location of both source and 

seeker. Therefore, this study examines source accessibility by the extent to which the 

digital information sources improves the time, effort, distance and ease to approach. There 

were four items under SA representing the use of digital information sources that may 

increase the rural entrepreneurs’ task performance measured with five-point Likert scale. 

Given prior study have tested the SA variable (Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011), it was 

therefore deemed suitable to use in this study.  

 

(b) Quality of Information (QOI) 

Quality of information is how well the information provider outlay the content in the 

source (Kim and Niehm 2009, Zhang 2014). Xu, Tan, and Yang (2006) states QOI reflects 

the perceived understandability of the information from the digital information sources. 

should possess the same 

directional relationship 

Item relationships with 

construct antecedents 

and consequences  

Items have similar sign and 

significance of relationships 

with the antecedents and 

consequences as the construct 

Items may not have similar 

significance of relationships 

with the antecedents and 

consequences as the construct 

Measurement error and 

collinearity  

Identifying the error term in 

items is possible 

Identifying the error term is not 

possible if the formative items 

behave as predicted 
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Agarwal, Xu, and Poo (2011) evaluated quality of information by how easy to 

communicate with the source, and ease of extracting useful information from the digital 

source. Thus, perceived understandability, ease of extracting useful information and ease 

of communication with the social media are the indicators for measuring quality of 

information. There were four items under QOI representing the quality of information that 

may affect the intention to use the digital information sources measured with five-point 

Likert scale. Given prior studies have tested the QOI variable (Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011, 

Lee et al. 2002, Xu, Tan, and Yang 2006), it was therefore deemed suitable to use in this 

study.  

 

(c) Psychosocial Work Environment (PWE) 

Psychosocial work environment is illustrated by the degree to which the information 

seeker’s confidence, action, decision makings are influenced by the peers in workplace 

(Rigolizza and Amabile 2015). Kristensen et al. (2005) divided the measurement of work 

environment into two; workplace and individual. In workplace, the work environment is 

measured by type of production and tasks, work organization and job content, 

interpersonal relations and leadership, and work-individual interface. As for individual, 

the work environment is measured by health and well-being and personality (Kristensen 

et al. 2005). However, in this study, we will only measure work environment by work 

organization, interpersonal relations and leadership. There were five items under PWE 

representing the psychosocial work environment that may increase the rural entrepreneurs’ 

task performance measured with five-point Likert scale. Given prior study have tested the 

PWE variable (Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011, Kristensen et al. 2005), it was therefore 

deemed suitable to use in this study. Table 3.4 shows the items of the exogenous variable 

and the source adopted. 

 

Table 3. 5 Items for Exogenous Variable 

Exogenous 

Variable 
Amended Item Original Item Source 

Source 

Accessibility 

(ACC) 

1. It takes a lot of time to 

access the digital 

information source. 

1. I would have to spend 

a lot of time to gain 

access to []. 

(Agarwal, 

Xu, and 

Poo 2011) 
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2. It takes too long to reach 

the digital information 

source. 

3. It takes a lot of effort to 

reach the digital 

information source. 

4. It is easy to access the 

digital information 

source.  

2. It would be very hard 

to get to []. 

3. It would take a lot of 

effort to reach []. 

4. It would take too long 

to get to []. 

5. It would not be easy 

to approach []. 

Quality of 

Information 

(QOI) 

1. The information I get 

from the digital 

information is clear in 

meaning.  

2. The information I get 

from the digital 

information is easy to 

comprehend.  

3. The information I get 

from the digital 

information is accurate.  

4. The information I get 

from the digital 

information is credible 

1. The information is 

accurate. 

2. The information is 

easy to manipulate to 

meet our needs. 

3. This information is 

easily interpretable. 

4. This information is 

credible. 

(Lee et al. 

2002) 

Psychosocial 

Work 

Environment 

(PWE) 

1. My work is emotionally 

demanding. 

2. I can tell a lot of people 

how to do the work. 

3. I have clear objectives of 

my work. 

4. I consider myself an 

expert in doing the work. 

5. I often get help and 

support from my 

1. How often do you get 

help and support from 

your colleagues? 

2. Is your work 

emotionally 

demanding? 

3. Do you feel that the 

work you do is 

important? 

(Agarwal, 

Xu, and 

Poo 2011, 

Kristensen 

et al. 

2005) 
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colleagues/partners to 

complete my work. 

4. I consider myself an 

expert in doing this 

task. 

5. I can tell a lot about 

how to do this task. 

 

3.9.2 Endogenous Variables 

The endogenous variables are the use of digital information sources and task performance.  

(a)  Use of Digital Information Sources (USE) 

Use of digital information sources is the measurement of any activities done within the 

digital information sources including information searching, transacting, navigating and 

visiting (DeLone and McLean 2004). Use of digital information sources is one of the most 

important aspects of an individual’s skillset (Lecheler and Kruikemeier 2015). In this 

study, use of digital information sources is measured by frequency of using the digital 

source to achieve different objectives (Zimmer, Henry, and Butler 2007). Ordinal scale 

was used to measure the digital information sources that is used most among social media, 

website and printed media.  

 

(b)  Task Performance (TP) 

Task performance is the individual’s performance on the tasks which required to be done 

at work (Borman and Motowidlo 1997). Koopmans et al. (2013) measures the task 

performance by the perceived quality of work, time management, work motivation and 

priority. Five items were used to measure the task performance. For instance, the user may 

strongly agree or disagree that high quality of information leads to better task performance. 

There were four items under TP representing the use of digital information sources that 

may increase the rural entrepreneurs’ task performance measured with five-point Likert 

scale. Given prior study have tested the PWE variable Agarwal, Xu, and Poo (2011) and 

(Kristensen et al. 2005), it was therefore deemed suitable to use in this study. Table 3.5 

shows the items of the endogenous variable and the source adopted. 
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Table 3. 6 Items for Endogenous Variable 

Endogenous 

Variable 
Amended Item Original Item Source 

Use of Digital 

Information Sources 

(USE) 

On average, please 

indicate how much 

time you spend on 

work-related 

information seeking 

daily on the scale of 

1 – “less than 1 

hour” to 5 – “more 

than 5 hours”.  

 

1. Among all the 

sources of 

information 

available to me, 

I used [] a lot 

for problem-

solving 

information. 

2. I used [] very 

often for 

problem-

solving 

information. 

3. How frequently 

did you use the 

following 

sources for this 

specific 

problem/part of 

the task? 

(Agarwal, Xu, and 

Poo 2011) 

Task Performance 

(TP) 

1. I manage to 

plan my work 

so that it is 

done on time. 

2. I am able to 

perform my 

work well with 

minimal time 

and effort. 

1. I managed to 

plan my work 

so that it was 

done on time. 

2. It took me 

longer to 

complete my 

work tasks than 

intended. 

(Koopmans et al. 

2013) 
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3. I can complete 

my work in the 

shorter 

intended time. 

4. Regarding my 

work in 

general, I am 

pleased with 

my work as a 

whole, 

everything 

taken into 

consideration. 

3. I was able to 

perform my 

work well with 

minimal time 

and effort. 

4. Regarding your 

work in 

general, how 

pleased are you 

with the people 

you work with? 

 

3.9.3 Moderating Variable 

This study has a moderating variable which affects the strength of the relation between the 

exogenous variables and endogenous variable. Task importance refers to the moderating 

variable.  

(a) Task Importance (TIM) 

Task importance is one of the characteristics of a task which influences the work 

performance (DeWall et al. 2011). Task importance is measured by the level of importance 

to oneself, importance to their performance and how much the task meant to the 

information seeker (Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011). Generally, this study measured the 

importance of the task to the extent which influenced the use of the digital information 

sources. There were three items under TIM representing the task importance that may 

affect the rural entrepreneurs’ decision to use digital information sources to achieve better 

task performance. This is measured with a five-point Likert scale. Given prior study have 

tested the TIM variable (Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011, Xu, Tan, and Yang 2006), it was 

therefore deemed suitable to use in this study.  Table 3.6 shows the item of the moderating 

variable and the source adopted. 
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Table 3. 7 Items of Moderating Variable 

Moderating 

Variable 
Amended Item Original Item Source 

Task Importance 

(TIM) 

1. The task is 

important to 

me. 

2. The task is 

important to 

my 

performance. 

3. The task means 

a lot to me. 

1. The task is an 

important part 

of my duty. 

2. The task is 

important to 

my 

performance. 

3. The task means 

a lot to me. 

(Agarwal, Xu, and 

Poo 2011) 

 

3.9.4 Control Variables 

This study identified four control variables which influence the use of digital information 

sources to increase the task performance. “The control variables are used to capture factors that 

are broadly defined as extraneous to the desired effect” (Carlson and Wu 2011, 414). It is 

intended to use to provide better estimates of relationships between the independent variables 

and dependent variables (Atinc, Simmering, and Kroll 2011, Becker et al. 2016). Appendix C 

illustrates the details of measurement of the control variables. 

(a) Age 

Age could significantly affect the use of digital information sources as the younger the age, 

the higher the use of digital information sources as they may be more computer self-efficacy; 

and it would be harder for older individuals as they have yet to adopt to innovative 

technologies (He and Freeman 2010). Age is measured in a nominal scale and by a certain 

interval of years (Wu 2012). According to DOSM (2018), the age group is in the interval of 

5 years.   

 

(b) Gender 

Gender is also another variable that may affect the use of digital information sources. 

Different gender has different level of anxiety towards the innovative technologies (Bao et 

al. 2013). According to Dhir, Chen, and Nieminen (2015), females are less likely to be 

influenced by technologies however, if the female are in need to search for information that 
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they require, their anxiety level increases and will have the motivation to use the digital 

source. Therefore, male and female rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia may have different 

objectives and motivations to use digital source. 

 

(c) Education Level 

The use of digital information sources to seek for information may require education to 

understand. The more educated people are more likely to adopt and use the digital 

information sources to seek for information that is required (Bingimlas 2009). Ganzach 

(2003) identifies that less educated people are most likely to have limited knowledge in 

understanding or have the motivation to seek for information. These education level 

categories extend from no formal education to tertiary education (DOSM 2018). 

 

(d) Background Knowledge 

Background knowledge is the information that one has known or understood to a situation 

(Xu, Tan, and Yang 2006). Background knowledge of a person could influence an 

individual’s belief and behavior (Ajzen, Brown, and Rosenthal 1996). Ajzen, Brown, and 

Rosenthal (1996) and Xu, Tan, and Yang (2006) measure background knowledge with the 

individual’s perceived expertise on the task whereas, Venkatesh, Thong, and Yu (2012) 

measures the background by the duration of time the individual uses the source. Interval 

scale is used to measure the background knowledge of use of digital information source for 

work-related information with the scale of 1 – “do not use at all”, 2 – “Less than a year”, 3 

– “1-2 years”, 4 – “3-4 years” and 5 – “More than 4 years”. 

 

3.10 Testing Moderation  

A moderator variable is a third variable which affects the relationship between two variables, 

dependent and independent variable, where the nature of impact of the independent variable 

varies according to the moderator value (Ramayah et al. 2018). Whenever an unexpectedly 

weak or inconsistent relationship between the independent and dependent variable, moderator 

variables are often introduced to the model (Baron and Kenny 1986, 1178).  
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Moderating effects are modelled to gain better understanding on moderator analysis, shown in 

Figure 3.2. In Figure 3.2, the main effect of independent variable (IV) to dependent variable 

(DV) is path b without the moderator. Path b is known as simple effect when a moderator is 

included where moderating effect, path d, is shown with the arrow pointing towards path b. 

Besides including the moderating effect to the model, the moderator variable also has a direct 

relationship to the dependent variable which creates path c. Path c is important as it controls 

the direct impact of the moderator on the dependent variable, if omitted, the relationship in path 

d will be increased (Ramayah et al. 2018). According to Ramayah et al. (2018), the path model 

can also be expressed mathematically with the formula:  

Main Effect:  

   Y = a + b. X + c. M 

Interaction Effect: 

   Y = a+ (b + d. M). X + c. M 

   Y = a + b. X + c. M + d (X*M) 

There are three types of approaches to examine the moderator analysis namely, Product-

Indicator Approach (Chin, Marcolin and Newstad 1996; 2003), Two-Stage Approach 

(Henseler et al. 2012, Chin et al., 2003) and Orthogonalzing Approach (Henseler and Chin 

2010). In this study, two-stage approach is used to analyses the moderator as one of the 

constructs is formative construct and this study aims to determine if the moderator variable 

Figure 3. 2 Moderating Effect 
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exert any significant effect on the relationship between the variables. According to Henseler 

and Chin (2010), the two stages are as follows: 

Stage 1:  Estimates of the latent variable scores are obtained from running the main effect PLS 

path model. The scores of the latent variables are calculated and saved for further 

analysis.  

 Stage 2: The interaction term x *·M is built up as the element-wise product of the latent 

variable scores of the independent variable (x) and the moderator (M). This interaction 

term as well as the latent variable scores of x and M are used as independent variables 

in a multiple linear regression on the latent variable scores of the endogenous variable, 

y.  

 

Figure 3. 3 Two-stage Approach 
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Figure 3.3 illustrates the two-stage approach. However, with this approach, this approach may 

induce collinearity as it involves interaction term (Ramayah et al. 2018). Similarly, for product 

indicator approach, it produces collinearity in the structural model and it is not used in this 

study as the constructs must be reflective constructs and it may show significantly weak 

statistical power (Ramayah et al. 2018). On the other hand, orthogonalizing approach 

eliminates the issue of collinearity through residual centering and it has advantages in terms of 

parameter and prediction approach. However, it is not used as it is applicable for formative 

constructs in the model and prefers small sample sizes (less or equal to 200) and less than 4 

indicators per construct (Henseler and Chin 2010).  

 In this study, moderator is considered as with the moderating variable, task importance, 

it affects the strength and the direction of the relationship. Task importance acts upon the 

relationship between the two variables and changes its direction or strength. For example, task 

importance may moderate the relationship between source accessibility and use of digital 

information: the relationship might be stronger for people who does have the accessibility to 

the source than those does not.  

 

3.11 Ethics 

The research was approved by Human Research Ethics Committee of Curtin University with 

the approval number of HRE2020-0121. According to the Curtin University policy, it is 

required to complete and submit the ethics application for approval before commencing with 

the questionnaire survey. With the ethics approval, the research is able to recruit and assess 

participants for the research. This research conformed to all terms and conditions stated and 

agreed in the ethics approval.  

The participation for this questionnaire survey is voluntary and there will be no cost 

incurred to the participants. The procedures of the research project and potential risks were 

informed to the participants upon commencing with the questionnaire. All the participants and 

responses were remained anonymous, as promised by the researcher. All the raw data will be 

securely stored in a locked cabinet at Curtin University and will be retained for at least seven 

years where only research personnel such as the researcher and supervisors will have the access 

to the data.  
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3.11 Summary 

This chapter discusses the research paradigm, research design, sample, data collection methods, 

and variables and measurement used in this research. The research paradigm of this study is 

positivist paradigm. In-depth discussion of the variables and measurement were discussed in 

this topic. Quantitative research method was applied to this research where the justification of 

why was discussed. Telephone interview is the main method of data collection through 

telephone interview to gather all relevant data. The study site of the research covers the rural 

areas of Malaysia. The study intends to collect 417 questionnaires through the listings provided 

by the Ministry of Rural Development. A pilot study was done prior to the main study involving 

30 participants which are not included in the main study. Necessary changes and justification 

were made accordingly. A Cronbach’s alpha reliability test was employed on all the items as 

well to check the reliability of the items and the results obtained were deemed reliable. 

Descriptive data analysis as well as PLS-SEM were discussed in-depth and was chosen to 

analyses the data of the study. Finally, ethical considerations of the data collection methods 

and ways were discussed. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

4.1 Chapter Overview 

This chapter presents the empirical findings of this study which includes descriptive statistics 

of respondents and instruments, verifying data characteristics analyzed with SPSS and SEM-

PLS. Then, assessments on the model were made performed using Smart PLS 3.0 on both 

measurements model and structural model levels.  

 

4.2 Data Preparation 

The data preparation process involved data entry and coding into Microsoft Excel. There are a 

total of 417 responses received and the data are manually coded into Microsoft Excel by the 

researcher to check for incomplete, invalid or missing data. The raw data collected must be 

checked for completeness and consistency before the data analysis starts. Any data found 

missing will affect the validity of the results and findings which is one of the barriers in the 

procedure of data analysis in social research. Thus, missing value analysis is an important 

requirement before proceed to further analysis. After thorough checking, there were no 

incomplete or invalid responses as the researcher was mindful when calling the respondents 

for the telephone interview survey.  

After preliminary scrutiny, 417 usable cases were then loaded into SPSS version 26 for 

analysis. The data in SPSS statistics is used to generate descriptive statistical report, generate 

exploratory analyses on each variable for missing or invalid data.  

The existing data in SPSS was then exported to Microsoft Excel as a CVS file to 

generate raw input for SmartPLS data analysis software. Assessment of both measurement and 

structural models are performed using SmartPLS.  

 

4.3 Response Rate 

A total of 813 calls were been made to all the rural entrepreneurs obtained from the list from 

KPLB. Four-hundred and thirty-one rural entrepreneurs provided their consent to participate 

in the survey, a response rate of 53%. However, only 417 rural entrepreneurs completed the 

survey and the remaining 8 rural entrepreneurs did not finish the survey due to insufficient time 

or connectivity issue. This translates into an effective response rate of 51.3%. The number of 

respondents in this research is considered adequate and representative of the population based 

on the calculation of G*Power shown in section 3.5.1 of this thesis and sample size 
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determination from given population by Krejcie and Morgan (1970). In addition, according to 

Sekaran and Bougie (2016), a response rate of 30% for a questionnaire survey is adequate. 

 

4.4 Descriptive Data Analysis 

A total of 417 questionnaires collected are valid for analysis. The respondents are rural 

entrepreneurs in Malaysia with different backgrounds. This section shows the analysis of the 

demographic profile, background knowledge of digital information sources, type of industry, 

average sales turnover for the last three years, number of employees and business 

establishment. The descriptive statistics of each item are presented in Table 4.1.   

 

Table 4. 1 Demographic Information of Respondents 

Variable  Frequency  Percentage (%) 

Age 25-29 

30-34 

35-39 

40-44 

45-49 

50 and above 

27 

121 

160 

90 

8 

11 

6.5 

29.0 

38.4 

21.6 

1.9 

2.6 

Gender Male 

Female 

120 

297 

28.8 

71.2 

Highest 

Education 

Level 

No formal education 

Primary Education 

Secondary Education 

Tertiary Education 

27 

105 

237 

48 

6.5 

25.2 

56.8 

11.5 

Background 

Knowledge 

Social Media 

Do not use at all 

Less than a year 

1-2 years 

3-4 years 

More than 4 years 

 

Website 

Do not use at all 

 

3 

7 

49 

89 

269 

 

 

4 

 

0.7 

1.7 

11.8 

21.3 

64.5 

 

 

1.0 
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Less than a year 

1-2 years 

3-4 years 

More than 4 years 

 

 

 

Printed Media 

Less than a year 

1-2 years 

3-4 years 

More than 4 years 

13 

53 

86 

261 

 

 

 

 

1 

6 

20 

390 

3.1 

12.7 

20.6 

62.6 

 

 

 

 

0.2 

1.4 

4.8 

93.5 

Type of 

Industry 

Food and Beverage 

Sales and Services 

Handicraft 

Agriculture 

Beauty and Wellness 

Automobile 

Construction 

Travel and Tourism 

ICT 

208 

105 

50 

34 

8 

4 

3 

3 

2 

49.9 

25.2 

12.0 

8.2 

1.9 

0.9 

0.7 

0.7 

0.5 

Average Sales 

for the Last 3 

Years 

Below RM100,000 

RM100,001 to RM200,000 

RM200,001 to RM300,000 

RM300,001 to RM400,000 

Above RM400,000 

159 

185 

56 

12 

5 

38.1 

44.4 

13.4 

2.9 

1.2 

Number of 

Full-Time 

Employees 

Less than 10 

11-50 

393 

24 

94.2 

5.8 

Establishment 

of Business 

1 to 4 years 

5 to 10 years 

11 to 20 years 

Above 20 years 

28 

194 

151 

44 

6.7 

46.5 

36.2 

10.6 
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(a) Age and Gender 

As shown in Table 4.1, majority of the rural entrepreneur in Malaysia are in the age 

between 35 to 39 comprising of 160 respondents (38.4%), followed by age 30 to 34 

comprising of 121 respondents (29.0%), then age 40 to 44 with 90 respondents (21.6%), 

age 18 to 24 with 27 respondents (6.5%), age 50-54 with 11 respondents (2.6%) and 

age 50-54 with 8 respondents (1.9%). None of the user in the sample were of age 18 to 

24 and above 55.  As for gender, there are 120 male respondents and 297 female 

respondents with 28.8% and 71.2% respectively. This shows that there were more 

female who participated in this research.  

 

(b) Education Level 

The highest education levels of respondents are exhibited in Table 4.1, where 237 

respondents (56.8%) completed secondary education, 105 respondents (25.2%) 

received primary education, 48 respondents (11.5%) graduated with tertiary education 

and only 27 respondents (6.5%) did not receive any formal education.  

 

(c) Background Knowledge of Digital Information Sources 

Majority of the respondents had the background knowledge of using social media, 

website and printed media for more than four years.  The frequency of respondents 

using background knowledge of using social media, website and printed media is 269 

respondents (64.5%), 261 respondents (62.6%) and 390 respondents (93.5%) 

respectively. This shows that more than 60% of the rural entrepreneurs were introduced 

to digital information sources more than four years ago. Less than 1% of the 

respondents have not used any of the digital information sources.  

 

(d) Business Background  

As shown in Table 4.1, nearly 50% of the respondents are in the food and beverage 

industry with 208 respondents (49.9%) out of 417 respondents. Followed by sales and 

services industry with 105 respondents (25.2%), and the least are in the ICT industry 

with 2 respondents (0.5%).    

Besides, the average sales turnover for the last 3 years for each respondent were 

considered in this research. There were 185 respondents (44.4%) had an average sales 

turnover between RM101,000 to RM200,000, followed by 159 respondents (38.1%) 
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with an average sales turnover of RM100,000 and below, and 5 respondents (1.2%) 

with more than RM401,000 as the average sales turnover.  

As for number of employees, there were 94.3% (399 respondents) of the 

businesses have less than 10 full-time employees in their business and the least with 24 

respondents (5.7%) have full time employees numbered between 11 to 50. None of the 

rural entrepreneurs has employees more than 51.  

Majority of the business were established for 5 to 10 years comprising of 195 

respondents with 46.1%. There were also 154 respondents (36.4%) business established 

for 11 to 20 years, 29 respondents’ (6.9%) business established between 1-4 years. In 

this research, there were no business established under 1 year. 

 

(e) Geographical profile 

Table 4.2 shows the geographical breakdown of the respondents. There is a total of 15 

states including 2 federal territories in Malaysia. The number of respondents from each 

region were: 150 respondents from North Malaysia, 95 respondents from East Coast 

Malaysia, 37 respondents from Central Malaysia, 49 respondents from Southern 

Malaysia, 24 respondents and 68 respondents are from Sabah and Sarawak respectively 

and also known as East Malaysia.  

 

Table 4. 2 Respondents by States 

Region State  Frequency Percentage (%) 

North 

 

Perlis 

Kedah 

Penang 

Perak 

5 

58 

78 

9 

1.2 

13.7 

18.5 

2.1 

East Coast Kelantan 

Terengganu 

Pahang 

33 

54 

8 

7.8 

12.8 

1.9 

Central Selangor 

Kuala Lumpur 

Negeri Sembilan 

31 

5 

1 

7.3 

1.2 

0.2 

Southern Melaka 

Johor 

12 

37 

2.8 

8.7 
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Sabah Sabah 

F.T. Labuan 

22 

2 

5.2 

0.5 

Sarawak Sarawak 68 16.1 

 

4.4.1 Descriptive Statistics  

By using SPSS version 26, the mean and standard deviation of each indicator were calculated. 

Table 4.3 outlines the descriptive statistics for all indicators of this study. 

 

Table 4. 3 Descriptive Statistics of All Variables 

Construct Item Mean SD 

Source Accessibility ACC1 1.90 0.831 

ACC2 1.92 0.821 

ACC3 1.63 0.859 

ACC4 1.60 0.855 

Quality of Information QOI1 4.65 0.687 

QOI2 4.57 0.721 

QOI3 4.67 0.621 

QOI4 4.63 0.667 

Psychosocial Work Environment PWE1 4.62 0.520 

PWE2 4.95 0.224 

PWE3 4.97 0.174 

PWE4 4.96 0.186 

PWE5 4.89 0.323 

Use of Digital Information Sources  WSM 3.02 0.873 

WW 1.66 0.678 

WPM 1.85 0.823 

Task Performance TP1 4.96 0.215 

TP2 4.86 0.358 

TP3 4.83 0.397 

TP4 4.92 0.266 

Task Importance TIM1 4.98 0.145 

TIM2 4.97 0.160 
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TIM3 4.97 0.174 

 

Source accessibility has a mean of lower than 2 as the questions in the questionnaire are 

negative items whereas, the remaining variables such as quality of information, psychosocial 

work environment, task performance and task importance are positive questions. Balancing the 

questionnaire with positive and negative items is one of the method to reduce common method 

bias suggested by Podsakoff, MacKenzie, and Podsakoff (2011). 

4.5 Verifying Data Characteristics 

This section discusses the analysis performed on the indicators to verify the characteristics of 

the collected data. With valid data characteristics, it ensures that the data collected is usable, 

valid and complete for the higher-level analysis undertaken in the SmartPLS analysis. These 

analyses include verification of any missing value, data normality and potential common 

method bias. 

 

4.5.1 Missing Data Management 

Frequency analysis in SPSS was undertaken to identify any missing value in the dataset. 

Accordingly, there were no missing values in the data found in the dataset.  

 

4.5.2 Data Normality 

The identification of skewness and kurtosis of data prior to determining the method of 

analysis is crucial to mitigate the occurrence of Type I error in t-tests and factor analysis (Cain, 

Zhang, and Yuan 2017). With the acknowledgment of the severity and type of non-normality, 

more suitable methods of analysis may be adopted to enhance the robustness of the study. 

According to Hair et al. (2017), skewness is associated with the symmetric property of a 

variable’s distribution while kurtosis represents the peak of magnitude of distribution. Any 

distribution which exceeds +1 or -1 are considered to violate assumptions of normally-

distributed data. According to Doane and Seward (2011), the threshold for the z-value is 

between -1.96 and 1.96 to achieve data normality. Besides, Shapiro-Wilk test is also commonly 

known to analyses data normality using SPSS software, with the threshold value for p-value of 

0.05 (Shapiro and Wilk 1965, Razali and Wah 2011).  

The univariate skewness of the four constructs were determined with the use of SPSS 

software. Below in Table 4.4 shows the skewness and kurtosis of each variable. It shows that 
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the some of the z-value in the study have exceeded the range of threshold value, and the 

Shapiro-Wilk test have a p-value of 0.00 which indicating that the data is not normal.  

 

Table 4. 4 Normality Test Results for All Variables 

 

The Mardia’s measure of multivariate skewness and kurtosis is suggested to compare 

the joint distribution of multiple variables against a multivariate normal distribution (Cain, 

Zhang, and Yuan 2017). The results were obtained by using the web application 

http://psychstat.org/kurtosis. Based on the results generated, both univariate and multivariate 

data are non-normal distribution.  

In similar manner, the acceptable values for multivariate skewness and kurtosis is 

between -3 and +3 for skewness and -10 and +10 for kurtosis (Urbano 2013). The multivariate 

skewness and kurtosis yields 38.566 and 121.501 respectively in this study. The non-normality 

data may be due to insufficient data discrimination where there may be an insufficient number 

of different values.  

  

4.5.3 Common Method Bias 

The procedural remedies are to be performed prior to the data collection stage which is 

during the design stage of the study and the development of questionnaire instrument stage. 

This study adopts three of the procedures suggested by Podsakoff, MacKenzie, and Podsakoff 

(2011) which are temporal, proximal or psychological separation between predictor and 

Variables Items Skewness Kurtosis Z-Value Shapiro- 

Wilk 

Test (p-

value) 

Statistic Standard 

Error 

Statistic Standard 

Error 

Skewness Kurtosis 

Source 

Accessibility  

4 1.296 0.12 1.354 0.238 10.845 5.679 0.000 

Quality of 

Information 

4 -2.030 0.12 3.403 0.238 -16.986 14.268 0.000 

Psychosocial 

Work 

Environment 

5 -1.348 0.12 1.868 0.238 -11.279 7.831 0.000 

Task 

Performance 

4 -2.241 0.12 4.875 0.238 -18.749 20.442 0.000 

http://psychstat.org/kurtosis
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criterion, improve scale items to eliminate ambiguity and balancing of positive and negative 

items. The questionnaire instrument is divided into 5 sections to create a time delay to reduce 

the participant’s tendency to repeat the same answer as the previous question. Besides, prior to 

the main data collection, pilot study was carried out to test the questionnaire instruments and 

the comments regarding the scale items were noted down for improvement. In the questionnaire 

design, there is also a balance of both negative and positive items to reduce CMB.  

Besides, according to Tehseen, Ramayah, and Sajilan (2017), CMB may occur due to 

social desirability. Thus, the questionnaire instrument started with a cover page ensuring the 

participant understand that the participation of this survey is fully confidential and voluntary. 

The participant was briefed on the purpose of the study with clear instructions and researcher 

had reassured the participants that all the responses will remain confidential.  

Administering only procedural remedies does not warrant complete elimination of 

CMB in research findings (Tehseen, Ramayah, and Sajilan 2017). Thus, statistical remedy 

recommended by Kock (2015) is deployed. According to Kock (2015), CMB in PLS-SEM 

studies can be assessed through Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) values which the threshold is 

3.3. Based on table 4.5, the collinearity results of the variable show that there are 3 items which 

are above the threshold. However, according to Hair, Ringle, and Sarstedt (2011), the VIF 

value below 5 is acceptable. Thus, all VIF of the variables are within threshold with no CMB. 

 

Table 4. 5 Collinearity Results 

Variable Items 
Variance Inflation 

Factor (VIF) 

Source Accessibility ACC1 3.379 

ACC2 3.387 

ACC3 3.345 

ACC4 2.992 

Quality of Information QOI1 2.453 

QOI2 2.490 

QOI3 2.348 

QOI4 2.080 

Psychosocial Work Environment PWE1 1.018 

PWE2 1.060 

PWE3 1.091 
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PWE4 1.103 

PWE5 1.008 

Task Performance TP1 1.100 

TP2 1.288 

TP3 1.316 

TP4 1.391 

Use of Digital Information 

Sources 

WPM 1.038 

WSM 1.167 

WW 1.130 

Age AGE 1.000 

Gender GEN 1.000 

 

4.6 Assessment of Reflective Measurement Model 

In this study, Partial Least Square Structural Modelling (PLS-SEM) is used to evaluate the 

research model.  Smart-PLS 3.0 is used to assess the measurement of reflective measurement 

model’s validity and reliability using the following analyses: internal consistency reliability, 

indicator reliability, convergent validity and discriminant validity. The analyses and findings 

are presented in the following subsections. 

4.6.1 Internal Consistency Reliability 

The reliability of internal consistency is measured with Cronbach’s alpha (α). According to 

Ramayah et al. (2018, 81), Cronbach alpha offers an estimation of reliability based on the inter-

correlation of the observed predictor variables. However, there are some limitations on the use 

of Cronbach’s alpha where it assumes all indicators yields the same loadings in SEM which is 

impropriate and it is sensitive to the number of items and it has high tendency to underestimate 

the internal consistency reliability (Hair et al. 2017). Given this limitation, it is technically more 

appropriate to apply the alternative measure known as composite reliability. Higher values of 

composite reliability yield higher level of reliability between 0 and 1. Specifically, values 

between 0.60 and 0.69 are acceptable in exploratory research, while value between 0.70 and 

0.90 are regarded as satisfactory. As shown in the  

Table 4.6, the composite reliability values ranged between 0.599 and 0.937, which is associated 

with satisfactory level. Thus, this shows that the items used to describe the structure are 

accurate regarding internal consistency.  
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4.6.2 Indicator Reliability  

The indicator reliability is also known as the outer loadings where higher outer loading values 

indicate the associated indicators have much in common, which is captured by the construct. 

A common rule of thumb suggests that the outer loadings should be 0.708 or higher as it 

indicates the latent variable is able to explain at least 50 percent of indicator’s variance (Hair 

et al. 2010). Loadings equal to or greater to 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 are acceptable, if the other items 

have high scores of loadings to complement the composite reliability and average variance 

extracted values (AVE) (Byrne 2016). Loading values equal to or greater than 0.7 are deemed 

acceptable. As shown in Table 4.6, it shows that the values of loading ranges between 0.637 

and 0.996. Thus, the indicator reliability is acceptable. 

 

4.6.3 Indicator Loadings 

Indicator Loadings includes the assessments of internal consistency and convergent validity. 

Internal consistency which is measured by Composite Reliability (CR) takes into account of 

the indicator loadings. If the CR is greater than 0.9, it is not desirable as all indicators measured 

the same phenomenon; if CR is between 0.7 and 0.9, it is deemed satisfactory, whereas, if CR 

is more than 0.6, it is acceptable for exploratory research (Ramayah et al. 2018). 

Convergent validity also known as Average Variance Extracted (AVE) involves 

favorable comparison with the same construct’s alternate steps. According to Urbach and 

Ahlemann (2010), the convergent validity includes the degree to which individual indicators 

reflect a construct converging in contrast with to indicators measuring other constructs. The 

threshold value of the AVE of construct should reach for at least 50 percent of the indicators’ 

variance thus, AVE should be equal to or greater than 0.5 (Fornell and Larcker 1981, Hair et 

al. 2017). As shown in table 4.6, the AVE values are between 0.517 and 0.788 which is 

considered acceptable.  
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Table 4. 6 Reliability Statistics 

 

4.6.4 Discriminant Validity 

Discriminant validity is the extent to which the constructs by empirical criteria differ from 

other constructs (Ramayah et al. 2018). The discriminant validity of the measurement model is 

assessed with 1) Cross loading criterion, 2) Fornell and Larcker’s (1981) criterion, and 3) 

Heterotrait-Monotrait ratio of correlations (HTMT). 

 

4.6.4.1 Cross Loading Criterion 

According to Ramayah et al. (2018), the loading of indicators in this criterion has to be higher 

than the loadings on other latent variables in the model where the difference between loadings 

across variables must not be less than 0.1. If each indicator’s loading is higher as compare to 

other constructs, it can conclude that indicators of different constructs are not inter-changeable. 

The results attained from SmartPLS algorithm function were tabulated in Table 4.7. The bolded 

elements in Table 4.7 represents the cross loading result for the designated latent variable. 

Construct Item No. 

Items 

Deleted 

Cronbach’s 

Alpha 

Outer 

Loadings 

Composite 

Reliability 

Average 

Variance 

Extracted 

(AVE) 

Source 

Accessibility 

ACC1 

ACC2 

ACC3 

ACC4 

 

 
0.911 

0.887 

0.872 

0.904 

0.886 

0.937 

0.788 

Psychosocial 

Work 

Environment  

PWE1 

PWE2 

PWE3 

2 

0.208 

0.821 

0.594 

0.625 

0.599 

0.517 

Use of Digital 

Information 

Sources 

WW 

WSM 

1 

0.506 

0.939 

0.642 

0.779 

0.646 

Task 

Performance  

TP2 

TP3 

TP4 

1 

0.671 

0.588 

0.770 

0.890 

0.805 

0.583 
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Based on the result, the study has met all the criterion stated, thus, confirms the discriminant 

validity of the cross loading criterion.  

Table 4. 7 Cross Loading Results 

*ACC as Source Accessibility, PWE as Psychosocial Work Environment, TP as Task 

Performance, WSM as Work Social Media and WW as Work Website 

 

4.6.4.2 Fornell and Larcker’s (1981) Criterion 

Through this criterion, the latent variable is able to better explain the variance on its own 

indicators as compare to the variance of other latent variables. The criteria are that the AVE of 

the latent variable shall be higher than the squared correlation between the latent variable and 

all other variables (Fornell and Larcker 1981, Ramayah et al. 2018). This can also be assessed 

by the square root of AVE on the diagonal should be higher than the correlation on the off-

diagonal (Ramayah et al. 2018). However, there are criticism on the Fornell and Larcker’s 

(1981) criterion where neither approach is found reliable to detect discriminant validity, thus, 

Heterotrait-Monotrait ratio of correlations (HTMT) are proposed as remedy (Henseler, Ringle, 

and Sarstedt 2015).     

 

 

 

 

  

Source 

Accessibility 

Psychosocial 

Work 

Environment 

Task 

Performance 

Use of Digital 

Information 

Sources 

ACC1 0.886 -0.025 0.027 -0.510 

ACC2 0.874 0.009 -0.040 -0.413 

ACC3 0.903 -0.094 -0.028 -0.526 

ACC4 0.886 -0.088 -0.041 -0.545 

PWE1 -0.063 0.996 -0.030 0.095 

PWE2 0.026 0.205 0.045 0.009 

TP2 0.034 -0.030 0.637 -0.017 

TP3 -0.078 0.003 0.887 -0.044 

TP4 0.050 -0.054 0.747 -0.062 

WSM -0.578 0.096 -0.014 0.940 

WW -0.261 0.045 -0.112 0.639  
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Table 4. 8 Fornell and Larcker’s Criterion Results 

  

Psychosocial 

Work 

Environment 

Source 

Accessibility 

Task 

Performance 

Use of 

Digital 

Information 

Sources 

Psychosocial 

Work 

Environment 

0.719   

 

Source 

Accessibility 
-0.060 0.887  

 

Task 

Performance 
-0.026 -0.022 0.764 

 

Use of Digital 

Information 

Sources 

0.095 -0.567 -0.055 0.804 

*The bold on the diagonal shows the square root of Average Variance Extracted (AVE) 

4.6.4.3 Heterotrait-Monotrait Ration of Correlations (HTMT) 

HTMT is known to be the most reliable method to assess discriminant validity as it is the ratio 

of correlations within the constructs to correlations between the constructs (Henseler, Ringle, 

and Sarstedt 2015, Ramayah et al. 2018). There are two approaches to assess discriminant 

validity with HTMT: 1) when using it as criterion, HTMT value greater than 0.85 or 0.90 shows 

that there is problem of discriminant validity; and 2) when using statistical test, assessing 

HTMT inference is the purpose (Henseler, Ringle, and Sarstedt 2015). If the HTMT value for 

structural paths contains the value of 1, it is deemed lack of discriminant validity. The 

constructs are empirically distinct if the value of 1 falls outside the interval’s range. There is a 

need for researchers to run bootstrapping to derive the distribution of the HTMT statistic 

(Henseler, Ringle, and Sarstedt 2015). SmartPLS is used to execute the bootstrapping technique 

with a significance level of 0.1 from the two-tailed test and a 90% confidence interval. The 

output is tabulated in table 4.9.  

In summary, all necessary assessment for the reflective model were undertaken and meets all 

the recommended criteria. The tests for the reflective measurement model confirmed that the 

indicators of this study were fit and accepted to be used in the structural model analysis. 
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Table 4. 9 Heterotrait-Monotrait Ration of Correlations (HTMT) Results 

Construct PWE ACC TP USE 

PWE     

ACC 0.147 

 (0.073,0.213) 

   

TP 0.192 

 (0.077,0.244) 

0.090 

 (0.035,0.118) 

  

USE 0.324 

 (0.123,0.573) 

0.747 

 (0.666,0.852) 

0.151 

(0.039,0.196) 

 

 

4.7 Assessment of Formative Measurement Model 

After assessment of reflective measurement model, assessment of formative measurement 

model is required as there are presence of formative construct. SmartPLS 3.0 is used to assess 

the measurement model. Formative measurement model includes assessing convergent 

validity, collinearity and significance and relevance of formative indicators which will be 

discussed in the following subsections. 

 

4.7.1 Convergent validity  

According to Ramayah et al. (2018), convergent validity measures correlates positively with 

other indicators of the same construct. Redundancy analysis is used to analyses formative 

measurement models where the formative constructs must highly correlate with a reflective 

measure of the same construct (Hair et al. 2017). The threshold of the path coefficient is 0.70 

is crucial as it shows sufficient support for convergent validity of the formative construct. The 

convergent validities of the single items were assessed using the square root of the correlation 

and the items for Quality of Information (QOI1, QOI2, QOI3 and QOI4) scoring 0.982, 0.832, 

0.739 and 0.655 respectively, thus, it is concluded that convergent validity was established.  

 

 

4.7.2 Collinearity 

Collinearity is high correlations between two formative indicators (Hair, Gabriel, and Patel 

2014). High collinearity is not expected between indicators in formative measurement models 

as the indicators are not essentially inter-changeable. According to Hair et al. (2017) and 

Ramayah et al. (2018), variance inflation factor (VIF) can be used to examine collinearity of 
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formative indicators. VIF values should be equal to or lower than 3, else it is deemed to have 

potential issue with collinearity problem (Diamantopoulos and Siguaw 2006). Results 

indicated that all formative indicators have VIF values below 3. Therefore, it is concluded that 

there are no critical levels of collinearity in the formative measurement model. Full results on 

the VIF scores are tabulated in 4.10. 

 

Table 4. 10 Variance Inflation Factor of Formative Measured Indicators 

Higher-Order Construct Lower-Order Construct VIF Value 

Quality of Information QOI1 2.453  

QOI2 2.490 

QOI3 2.348 

QOI4 2.080 

 

4.7.3 Statistical Significance and Relevance of Formative Indicators Weights 

According to Ramayah et al. (2018), outer weights is crucial to evaluate the contribution of a 

formative indicator. Outer weight is the outcome of multiple regression where latent variable 

scores as dependent variable and the formative indicators are the independent variable (Hair et 

al. 2017). Bootstrapping technique is required to obtain the outer weights values, with 5000 

resamples, two-tailed test, and significance level of 0.05 was carried out.  Based on the Table 

4.11, three out of four formative indicators established values which are not significant, where 

p>0.05, except for QOI1, who p-value is 0, indicated significant.  

According to Cenfetelli and Bassellier (2009) Hair et al. (2017) emphasized on the 

importance of absolute contribution of a formative indicator or be considered to the construct 

when dealing with non-significant indicator weights. Ramayah et al. (2018) also suggested to 

consider absolute contribution of the formative indicator to the construct should be assessed 

provided all loadings are above 0.50 and significant at t-value above 1.96. Therefore, all three 

QOI constructs were retained as formative indicators as its outer loading (0.832, 0.739, and 

0.655 respectively) and t-value (16.820, 9.862, and 10.179 respectively) for QOI1, QOI2 and 

QOI3 have exceeded the minimum threshold value. 
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Table 4. 11 Path Assessment of Formative Measurement Model and Decision on Retention of Indicators 

 
Outer 

Weight 

Standard 

Deviation 

t-

value 

p-

value 

97.5% 

Confidence 

Interval 

Outer 

Loadings 

Standard 

Deviation 

t-

value 

p-

value 

97.5% 

Confidence 

Interval 

Decision 

QOI1 -> 

Quality of 

Information 

0.461 0.115 3.998 <.001 [0.232, 0.674] 0.916 0.033 27.580 <.001 [0.848, 0.969] Retain 

QOI2 -> 

Quality of 

Information 

0.164 0.130 1.268 <.001 [0.092, 0.426] 0.835 0.051 16.367 <.001 [0.732, 0.921] Retain 

QOI3 -> 

Quality of 

Information 

0.309 0.112 2.750 <.001 [0.110, 0.553] 0.867 0.042 16.367 <.001 [0.792, 0.938] Retain 

QOI4 -> 

Quality of 

Information 

0.215 0.109 1.974 <.001 [0.024, 0.417] 0.806 0.059 13.631 <.001 [0.672, 0.892] Retain 
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4.8 Assessment of Structural Model 

The following subsections discusses on the assessment of structural model against five criteria, 

namely, lateral collinearity, significance and relevance of structural model relationships, level 

of coefficient of determinations (R2), level of effect size (f 2), predictive relevance of an 

endogenous construct to the structural model (Q2) (Ramayah et al. 2018). All the assessment 

of structural model is executed with SmartPLS 3.0. 

4.8.1 Lateral Collinearity (Inner VIF) 

According to Kock and Lynn (2012), there are possibility where presence of lateral 

collinearity in a structural model might mislead outcomes due to its strong ability in masking 

causal effects in a model despite the discriminant validity (vertical collinearity) were met. 

Lateral collinearity also known as predictor-criterion collinearity was assessed using inner VIF 

values with the similar threshold value of collinearity assessment in formative measurement 

models exceeding 3.3 (Diamantopoulos and Siguaw 2006) or 5 (Hair, Ringle, and Sarstedt 

2011). The results of inner VIF is tabulated in Table 4.12 where it suggests that the structural 

model has no collinearity issues.  

Table 4. 12 Inner Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) Values 

 Task Performance Use of Digital Information 

Sources 

Source Accessibility  2.261  

Quality of Information  2.021 

Psychosocial Work 

Environment 

 1.029 

Use of Digital Information 

Sources 

 

1.118 
 

Age 1.120 1.301 

Gender 1.002 1.006 
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4.8.2 Level of Coefficient Determination (R2) 

Upon the confirmation of no presence of collinearity issues in the structural model, the level 

of coefficient determination, R2 was determined.  R2 measures the level of variance in the 

endogenous construct explained by the exogenous constructs linked to it (Ramayah et al. 2018). 

There are several interpretations of R2 values introduced by Chin (1998), Cohen (1988) and 

Hair et al. (2017). According to Hair et al. (2017), the R2 values of 0.75, 0.50 and 0.25 describes 

substantial, moderate or weak levels of predictive accuracy respectively. In this study, the R2 

value for use of digital information sources is 0.385, suggesting moderate levels of predictive 

accuracy and R2 value of task performance is 0.019 which is deemed weak levels of predictive 

accuracy. 

 

4.8.3 Level of Effect Size (f 2) 

Next, the level of effect size, f 2, indicates “the relative impact of predictor construct on an 

endogenous construct” (Ramayah et al. 2018, 146) is examined. Similarly, the f 2 values were 

assessed from PLS algorithm, under “f Square” section. The guidelines for assessing f 2 values 

are 0.35, 0.15 and 0.002 represents large, medium and small effect size, whilst values below 

0.02 indicates no effect (Cohen 1988).  

Following the rule of thumb by Cohen (1988), the relative impact on psychosocial work 

environment and use of digital information sources are small with 0.003 value, while impact 

of source accessibility on use of digital information and quality of information on use of digital 

information sources are weak with the values of 0.088 and 0.064 respectively.  

 

4.8.4 Blindfolding-based Cross-Validated Redundancy Measure Using PLSpredict (Q2) 

Q2 reflects on the predictive accuracy of a path model (Geisser 1974). In general, it can be 

determined with the blindfolding procedure in SmartPLS where it is a resampling technique 

that removes single points of indicators in the reflective measurement model of the endogenous 

construct (Ramayah et al. 2018). A Q2 larger than zero indicates that the predictive relevance 

for a particular endogenous construct in the model is present. However, if the Q2 value is less 

than zero, it signifies that there is lack of predictive relevance (Hair et al. 2017). The Q2 value 

of this study for use of digital information sources is 0.220 which shows that the exogenous 
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constructs have predictive relevance of the endogenous constructs. Besides, the task 

performance, the Q2 value is 0.003 which is also higher than 0, indicates that there is presence 

of predictive relevance.   

 

4.8.5 Hypothesis Testing 

 

Upon substantiating the explanatory and predictive power of the structural model, the 

examination of significance and relevance of structural relationship is recommended (Hair et 

al. 2019). Figure 4.1 shows the path diagram of this study. Path coefficients between latent 

variables and confidence interval bias is assessed with SmartPLS. The assessment of path 

coefficient, there are three different path coefficient rules for a one-tailed test which are; (1) 

when p-value<0.01, t-value>2.33; (2) when p-value<0.05, t-value>1.645; and (3) when p-

value<0.10, t-value>1.28 (Hair et al. 2017). As for the confidence interval bias, it affirms the 

significance and relevance of the structural model which were generated with SmartPLS 

bootstrapping test. The relationship is significant if the value 0 does not occur within the 95% 

Figure 4. 1 Path Diagram 
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confidence interval bias results. The results of path coefficients and confidence interval bias 

are tabulated in Table 4.13.  

 H1: Source accessibility positively influences the use of digital information source for work 

purposes among the rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia.  

H1 is supported as the ß = 0.297, t = 5.202, p <.001 and a 95% confidence interval bias of 

[0.247, 0.423] and is statistically significant. This shows that the study rejects the null 

hypothesis as the t-value is larger than the critical value, and the p-value is smaller than the 

significance of 5%; therefore, it resides in the rejection region.  

   

H2: Quality of information positively influences the use of digital information source among 

the rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia. 

H2 is supported as the ß = 0.318, t = 5.733, p <.001 and a 95% confidence interval bias of 

[0.217, 0.405] and is statistically significant. This shows that the study rejects the null 

hypothesis as the t-value is larger than the critical value, and the p-value is smaller than the 

significance of 5%; therefore, it resides in the rejection region. 

 

H3: When the psychosocial work environment is positive, the use of digital information sources 

for work purposes increases among the rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia. 

H3 is not supported as the ß = 0.040, t = 0.739, p = 0.230 and a 95% confidence interval bias 

of [-0.093, 0.105]. Thus, hypothesis is not supported.  

   

H4: The use of digital information sources for work purposes positively relates to task 

performance of the rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia.  

H4 is supported as the ß = 0.092, t = 1.375, p = 0.039 which is lower than 5 and a 95% 

confidence interval bias of [-0.160, 0.013]. Thus, hypothesis is supported. 

 

 

4.8.6 Moderation Analysis  

Two-stage approach are being used in this study to analyses the moderation analysis as there 

is presence of formative construct in both exogenous and moderator variables. Before running 

the analysis, the model has to ensure the AVE value, CR value and Outer VIF values are under 
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threshold value. In this study, with reference to Figure 4.6, the AVE value, CR value and Outer 

VIF value are under threshold. The bootstrapping is executed to identify the difference in R 

squared results.  

Before the moderating variable, the R-squared value is at 0.385 and subsequently, after 

the moderating variable was added, the R-squared value is 0.390. The R-squared change of 

0.005 indicates that with the additional of three interaction term, the R-squared has changed 

about 0.5% of additional variance.  

  The f-squared value is 0.008 which has small effect size as suggested by Kenny (2016). 

The f-squared guidelines given by Kenny (2016) are 0.005 as small effect size, 0.01 as medium 

effect size and 0.025 as large effect size. The interaction effect test is then tested to determine 

if the beta is statistically significant or not.  

Table 4. 13 Results of Moderator Analysis 

Hypothesis Relationship Standard 

Beta 

Standard 

Error 

t-

value 

Decision 

H5a Source Accessibility (ACC) * 

Task Importance (TIM) -> Use of 

Digital Information Sources 

(USE) 

-0.033 0.068 0.475 Not 

Supported 

H5b Quality of Information (QOI) * 

Task Importance (TIM) -> Use of 

Digital Information Sources 

(USE) 

-0.066 0.049 1.344* Not 

Supported 

H5c Psychosocial Work Environment 

(PWE) * Task Importance (TIM) 

-> Use of Digital Information 

Sources (USE) 

-0.003 0.057 0.044 Not 

Supported 

 Note: *p<0.05  **p<0.01  ***p≤0.001 
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As shown in Table 4.13, the interaction between Quality of Information (QOI) * Task 

Importance (TIM) is negative. Thus, it shoes that the positive relationship between QOI would 

be stronger when TIM is lower. This was also shown in Figure 4.2. This is due to the interaction 

occurred on the negative axis of quality of information (QOI) and negative axis of use of digital 

information sources (USE). Therefore, our hypothesis, H5a, H5b and H5c are not supported as 

what we have hypothesized before analysis was done.  

 

 

 

Figure 4. 2 Interaction Plot between Quality of Information and Use of 
Digital Information Sources Moderated by Task Importance 
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Table 4. 14 Results of Hypothesis Testing 

Note: *p<0.05  **p<0.01  ***p≤0.001 

(+): Positive Relationship, (-) Negative Relationship 

 

 

 

 

 

Hypothesis Relationship Path 

Coefficient 

(ß) 

Std. 

Error 

t-value p-value 95% 

Confidence 

Interval 

Decision R2 f2 Q2 

H1 ACC->USE (+) 0.297 0.057 5.202*** ≤0.001 [0.247, 0.423] Supported 0.390 0.080 0.223 

H2 QOI->USE (+) 0.318 0.056 5.733*** ≤0.001 [0.217, 0.405] Supported  0.062  

H3 PWE->USE (+) 0.040 0.054 0.739 0.230 [-0.093, 0.105] Not 

Supported 

 0.003  

H4 USE->TP (-) 0.092 0.052 1.759* 0.039 [-0.160, 0.013] Supported  0.005  

H5a TIM*ACC 

->USE (-) 

0.033 0.068 1.375 0.117 [-0.156, 0.044] Not 

Supported 

 0.004  

H5b TIM*QOI->USE 

(-) 

0.066 0.049 1.344* 0.050 

 

[-0.171, -0.007] Not 

Supported 

 0.005  

H5c TIM*PWE->USE 

(-) 

0.003 0.057 0.044 0.482 [-0.092, 0.074] Not 

Supported 

 0.004  
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4.9 Discussion of Results  

Table 4.14 shows a summary of the proposed hypotheses in which two hypotheses (H1 and 

H2) are supported and five hypotheses (H3, H4, H5a, H5b and H5c) were unsupported. 

According to the findings of the study, the factors found to influence the use of digital 

information sources and task importance for the rural entrepreneurs are positively influenced 

by Source Accessibility and quality of information.  

 

Table 4. 15 Summary of the Results of Research Question and Hypotheses 

Research Questions Hypotheses Results 

RQ1: How do 

information source 

accessibility and quality 

of information influence 

the use of digital 

information sources by 

rural entrepreneurs? 

H1 Source accessibility positively influences 

the use of digital source for work purposes 

among the rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia. 

Supported 

H2 Quality of information positively influences 

the use of digital source for work purposes 

among the rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia.  

 

Supported 

RQ2: How does 

psychosocial work 

environment influence 

the use of digital 

information sources by 

rural entrepreneurs? 

H3 When the psychosocial work environment is 

positive, the use of digital information 

sources for work purposes increases among 

the rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia.   

 

Not 

supported 

RQ3: How does the use 

of digital  information 

sources affect task 

performance of rural 

entrepreneurs? 

H4 The use of digital  information sources for 

work purposes positively relates to task 

performance of the rural entrepreneurs in 

Malaysia. 

Supported 

RQ4: What is the 

moderation effect of 

task importance on the 

relationships between 

information source 

accessibility, quality of 

information, 

H5a 

 

 

 

 

H5b 

 

When task importance is high, the positive 

relationship between source accessibility, 

and the use of digital information sources for 

work purposes are stronger. 

 

When task importance is high, the positive 

relationship between quality of information 

Not 

supported 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Not 

Supported 
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The analyses from the data collection revealed the following notable findings: 

 Source accessibility (ACC) positively affects the use of digital information sources of 

the rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia. 

 Quality of information (QOI) positively affects the use of digital information sources 

of the rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia. 

 Psychosocial work environment (PWE) does not positively affect the use of digital 

information sources of the rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia. 

 Use of digital information sources (USE) positively affect the task performance (TP) of 

the rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia. 

 Task importance (TIM) does not significantly moderate the relationship between source 

accessibility (ACC) and use of digital information sources when the task importance 

(TIM) is high. 

 Task importance (TIM) does not significantly moderate the relationship between 

quality of information (QOI) and use of digital information sources when the task 

importance (TIM) is high. 

 Task importance (TIM) does not significantly moderate the relationship between 

psychosocial work environment (PWE) and use of digital information sources when the 

task importance (TIM) is high. 

In conclusion, H1, H2 and H4 are consistent with existing literature. However, H3, H5a, H5b 

and H5c are not consistent with existing literature. This is due to emotional demands from rural 

entrepreneurs in Malaysia may have different behavior as emotions do have great impact on 

the use of digital information sources. Besides, there are no significant relationship between 

ACC, PWE and USE moderated by TIM as source accessibility is deemed to be less important 

psychosocial work 

environment and the use 

of digital information 

sources? 

 

 

 

 

H5c 

  

and the use of digital information sources for 

work purposes are stronger. 

 

When task importance is high, the positive 

relationship between psychosocial work 

environment and the use of digital  

information sources for work purposes are 

stronger. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Not 

supported 
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compare to quality of information (Xu, Tan, and Yang 2006). The first part of the CBM is 

supported where the TPB is not supported in this study.  

 

4.10 Conclusion 

This chapter discusses the preparation and analysis of data. The measurement model is 

analyzed and observed with SPSS 25 and SmartPLS 3.0.  The results yielded from the 

measurement model analyses were proven to reach its threshold values and thus have 

successfully passed the measurement model assessment and proceeds to analyzing the 

structural model assessment. Then, the structural model analysis was conducted using 

SmartPLS 3.0. It was found that among the seven hypotheses, only four was supported. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

5.1 Chapter Overview 

The chapter first elaborates on the on the discussion of results which includes the summary of 

the main findings and survey findings under respective hypotheses. Then, the chapter outlines 

the research implications of the study; including theoretical and managerial implications. The 

research limitations and future recommendations are also discussed in this chapter. Lastly, the 

chapter and thesis ends with the conclusion of the study.  

 

5.2 Recapitulation of the Main Findings  

The conceptual framework of this study was developed based on cost-benefit analysis and 

theory of planned behavior proposing psychosocial work environment (PWE) as a new 

antecedent and task importance (TIM) as a moderator in explaining the use of digital 

information sources (USE) to task performance. By using the telephone interview, data were 

collected from entrepreneurs in Malaysia. Majority of the entrepreneurs are in food and 

beverage industry, sales and services industry, handicraft industry and agriculture industry. The 

data collected were ten analyzed with SPSS 25 and SEMPLS 3.0. The research findings 

indicated that source accessibility (SA) and quality of information (QOI) positively influences 

the use of digital information sources (USE) among the rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia. 

However, the relationship between psychosocial work environment (PWE) and use of digital 

information sources are not supported which may be due to habits of the employees. Similarly, 

the proposed relationship between use of digital information sources (USE) and task 

performance (TP) is not supported. The moderation analysis revealed that the relationship 

between task importance (TIM) and use of digital information sources (USE) contradicts the 

hypothesized relationship in this study. Overall, the brief recapitulation of the proposed 

hypotheses and findings are discussed based on the research questions which are presented 

next.  

 

Research Question 1: How do information source accessibility and quality of information 

influence the use of digital information sources by rural entrepreneurs? 

The findings of research imply the source accessibility (ACC) and quality of information (QOI) 

are antecedents influencing the rural entrepreneur’s use of digital information sources in 
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Malaysia. Source accessibility (ACC) is the strongest predictor as compared to quality of 

information (QOI) as the rural entrepreneurs’ choice of use of information depends on which 

source was the easiest way to reach. The proposed relationship for both sources accessibility 

(ACC) and quality of information (QOI) on use of digital information sources (USE) is 

supported.  According to prior studies, quality of information and source accessibility are 

strongly significant on the use of information sources which is consistent with this study 

(Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011, Xu, Tan, and Yang 2006). 

Source accessibility and quality of information are one of the main factors to 

determine the use of digital information sources (Gray and Meister 2004, Zhang 2014). 

According to Chen et al. (2019) access is the capacity of individuals to seek, locate, and 

obtain information whereas, the ability of people to use the information they receive to make 

decisions that preserve and/or improve on related issues are referred to as use of information 

sources. The quality of the information in the source corresponds to how the source interacts 

with the information seeker (Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011). Consistent with prior studies show 

that there is a significant positive relationship between information source accessibility and 

quality of information influences the use of digital information sources by the rural 

entrepreneurs (Agarwal, Xu, and Poo 2011, Xu, Tan, and Yang 2006).  For the source 

accessibility with ß = 0.297, t = 5.202, p <.001 and a 95% confidence interval bias of [0.247, 

0.423] and quality of information with ß = 0.318, t = 5.733, p <.001 and a 95% confidence 

interval bias of [0.217, 0.405], it shows that the rural dwellers do agree on that time and effort 

accessing to the information sources and the information received is clear in meaning, easy to 

comprehend, accurate and credible contributes to their decision to use the digital information 

sources. As rural entrepreneurs do need to seek for information when there is a gap or 

uncertainty. Information seeking is of as a process that people use to consciously alter their 

level of knowledge (Ikoja-Odongo and Mostert 2006). The result from this study is consistent 

with the prior study where the effect of quality information is strongly significant with the 

information source used Agarwal, Xu, and Poo (2011).  

 

Research Question 2: How does psychosocial work environment (PWE) influence the use of 

digital information sources (USE) by rural entrepreneurs? 

The findings of research illustrate that psychosocial work environment (PWE) does not have 

significant relationship with rural entrepreneurs’ use of digital information sources. It may be 
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due to emotional demands where the employees or workers preferably hides their emotion 

which is in connection with human service work (Kristensen et al. 2005). Positive emotion 

increases positive self-belief, which protects persons from the negative consequences of 

unpleasant events. One of the positive belief is self-efficacy, which relates significantly to work 

motivation and performance and according to prior research, positive emotions appear to boost 

self-efficacy (Diener, Thapa, and Tay 2020). The emotions may also be caused by the business 

opportunities, stress on profit of the business due to the COVID-19 outbreak. COVID-19 

outbreak may have causes serious stresses among entrepreneurs especially those with 

employees (Backman et al. 2021). 

Hypothesis 3 postulates that psychosocial work environment positively influences the 

use of digital information sources for work purposes among the rural entrepreneurs in Malaysia. 

Finding in this study indicates that there is no significant relationship between psychosocial 

work environment and use of digital information sources by rural entrepreneurs (ß = 0.040, t = 

0.739, p = 0.230 and a 95% confidence interval bias of [-0.093, 0.105]), which is inconsistent 

with prior studies. Psychosocial work environment was deemed important in a working place 

due to its motivation and social risk at workplace (Hammond et al. 2011, Suseno et al. 2019). 

According to Humphrey, Nahrgang, and Morgeson (2007), psychosocial work environment 

such as autonomy, skill variety, task identification, task significance and feedback positively 

influences the positive behavioral outcomes. This result may differ from this study as majority 

of the participants in this study involves in small businesses where they do not receive much 

motivation or was doing most of the things themselves without depending on others. This may 

be also due to emotional demands that affected where entrepreneurs choose to hide their 

emotions instead of speaking it out. As emotions leads to psychological empowerment, it 

affects the task performance, task satisfaction at workplace (Diener, Thapa, and Tay 2020).  

Thus, lack of the positive psychosocial work environment to motivate them to use the digital 

information sources even though they may be aware that they are good at what they are doing.  

Besides, the PWE and USE may not be supported may also be due to the questionnaires 

developed by Kristensen et al. (2005) are more suitable to employees instead of entrepreneurs. 

According to Burr et al. (2019), the Copenhagen psychosocial questionnaire was being used in 

workplace setting as it covers wide range of domains including demands at work, work 

organization and job contents, interpersonal relations and leadership, work-individual interface, 

social capital, offensive behaviors, health and well-being. Where prior studies mainly used the 
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questionnaire to determine job satisfaction research and classical work environment (Aronsson 

et al. 2017, Dollard and Bakker 2010). 

 

Research Question 3: How does the use of digital information sources (USE) affect task 

performance (TP) of rural entrepreneurs? 

The findings of research imply that the proposed relationship between use of digital 

information sources (USE) and task performance (TP) is supported. As information needs 

changes with the task performance, the important phase to complete a task is to concentrate on 

relevant information and sources (Vakkari and Hakala 2000). To achieve a greater performance 

at work, seeking for information through relevant information sources are crucial and the 

chances of using the information will be higher if the information provided are deemed relevant 

and credible. Hypothesis 4 assumes that the use of digital information sources positively 

influences task performance of the rural entrepreneurs. This finding is found to be significant 

(ß = -0.092, t = 1.759, p = 0.039 and a 95% confidence interval bias of [-0.160, 0.013]) and 

consistent with past findings (Humphrey, Nahrgang, and Morgeson 2007, Koopmans et al. 

2013, Gatewood et al. 2002). According to Gatewood et al. (2002), this study covers the 

opportunities for its future research where it suggests the use of digital information sources for 

entrepreneurship researches towards actual entrepreneurs. Participants who receives more task 

achievement motivations may exert more effort in spending time to use information sources to 

seek for information to reach task achievement (Gatewood et al. 2002). To seek a clearer 

understanding of relevant information in order to achieve a greater task performance, factors 

such as frequency and types of information sources used are crucial (Vakkari and Hakala 2000). 

Besides, if task performance were being emphasized to at all stages of the task, the information 

seeker would use information sources more frequently. Generally, rural entrepreneurs who are 

willing to achieve greater performance at task and with knowledge to use digital information 

sources would have greater chance to use digital information sources. According to Byström 

(2002), the use of information sources regardless of types increases when the task complexity 

is high and the expectation to perform better. Thus, the finding of this study is consistent with 

prior studies.  
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Research Question 4: What is the moderation effect of task importance on the relationships 

between information source accessibility, quality of information, psychosocial work 

environment and the use of digital information sources? 

The findings of the research illustrate that the task importance (TIM) does not significantly 

moderate the relationships between source accessibility (SA), psychosocial work environment 

(PWE) and use of digital information sources (USE). The proposed relationship between SA 

and USE, and PWE and USE are not supported which may be due to population characteristics 

such as background knowledge and age. According to Zhang, Stough, and Gerlowski (2022) 

the older entrepreneurs or workers show more nuanced understanding of entrepreneurship 

while the digitalization intersects.  

On the other hand, the task importance (TIM) significantly moderates the relationship 

between quality of information (QOI) and use of digital information sources (USE). One would 

prefer to get higher quality of information and chooses that particular information sources 

because of its information quality and if it does not suit their purpose, the source would be 

rejected (Vakkari and Hakala 2000). According to Xu, Tan, and Yang (2006), task importance 

is expected to play an important role to information seekers to be more sensitive to information 

quality outweighing the accessibility. Hypothesis 5 assumes that the source accessibility, 

quality of information and psychosocial work environment has effect on use of digital 

information sources moderated by task importance. Source accessibility and psychosocial work 

environment shows that there is no significant relationship with the use of digital information 

sources moderated by task importance with the result of source accessibility and quality of 

information being ß = 0.033, t = 1.375, p = 0.117 and a 95% confidence interval bias of [-0.156, 

-0.044] and ß = 0.003, t = 0.044, p = 0.482 and a 95% confidence interval bias of [-0.092, 0.074] 

respectively. According to Agarwal, Xu, and Poo (2011) and Xu, Tan, and Yang (2006), quality 

of information is found to be more important than source accessibility which is consistent with 

the finding of this study. This is due to when there are more information sources offers, the 

least effort principle used for source accessibility no longer holds. As for quality of information, 

it shows insignificant relationship with use of digital information sources moderated by task 

importance with the result ß = 0.066, t = 1.344, p = 0.050 which is lower or equal to 0.050 and 

a 95% confidence interval bias of [-0.171, -0.007]. This is inconsistent with prior study where 

once the information seeker has decided on which information source to use, the options are 

more quality driven as completing an important task (Xu, Tan, and Yang 2006).   
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5.3 Research Implications 

This section discusses the implication of the research. The implications are separated in to two 

facets that include the theoretical implications and the practical implications.  

 

5.3.1 Theoretical Implications 

Result of the study are added to the body of knowledge dedicated to the use digital information 

seekers among rural entrepreneurs. The main theoretical implication is the application of CBM 

and TPB in explaining the adoption of use of digital information sources among the rural 

entrepreneurs and examining the task performances. This study integrates the CBM and TPB 

with an additional exogenous variable; PWE and an endogenous variable; TP in a single 

research model in order to predict and determine the use of digital information sources among 

the rural entrepreneurs for work purposes and the task performance. 

 Furthermore, this study also underlines the source accessibility (ACC) is the strongest 

predictor as compared to the quality of information (QOI). Both the ACC and QOI positively 

agree and have positive effects on the use of digital information source (USE). This is an 

agreement to the study conducted by Agarwal, Xu, and Poo (2011). Thus, this study found that 

it is important that the source accessibility is addressed prior to the quality of information for 

the rural entrepreneur. This would aid in increasing the use of digital information source in the 

rural areas.  

The researchers, Pejtersen et al. (2009) found that psychosocial work environment plays 

an important role in affecting the employees’ skills and task performances. In workplace, nature 

and quality of workplace norms such as emotional demands for work are involved, which 

means that work and social support from colleagues at workplace are important (Kristensen et 

al. 2005). In this study, the exogenous variable of social risk focusing on the psychosocial work 

environment highlighting (PWE). In the rural areas, the PWE is very different as compared to 

the urban area. As in the rural area, the environment where rural entrepreneurs conduct their 

daily task and they commonly work without a team as they prefer to work alone specializing 

in their own business (Zhang, Stough, and Gerlowski 2022). Also, it was found that most of 

the rural entrepreneurs do not overlap in their business nature in their community that would 

cause a healthy competition in the business. Thus, the rural entrepreneur would not feel the 

pressure from the PWE and so they do not find the urge to grow and improve their business 

with the usage of the digital information sources. This may be the main cause of the results of 
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the research that indicated that the relationship of PWE and USE is not supported. Besides, the 

data was collected during the COVID-19 outbreak, thus, the situation may have also affected 

the PWE causing high work-stress (Backman et al. 2021). This may also affect the PWE thus, 

relationship is not supported. 

In addition, the endogenous variable of task importance was added to the study which 

elevates this study as compared to the study conducted by Agarwal, Xu, and Poo (2011) and 

Xu, Tan, and Yang (2006) for which their study ends at the use of information source. This 

study shows that the USE does not affect the task performance (TP). It was found that the 

business conducted by the rural entrepreneurs are mainly business that require hand skills 

which are unique and different as compared to the urban entrepreneurs. It is found that due to 

COVID-19 outbreak is has creates more stressors to the entrepreneurs (Backman et al. 2021). 

Work stressors such as low business opportunity as there was a nationwide lock down which 

greatly impacted all entrepreneurs.            

Besides, the unique theoretical contribution of this study is that it focuses on use of 

digital information sources and only to work-related information. This adds value to the study 

as prior studies are more general and not specific. Respondents in this study have reported to 

have been exposed to the use of digital information sources however, due to certain restrictions 

from the facilities provided, the use of digital information sources are limited in certain areas.  

 

5.3.2 Practical Implications 

The findings of this research are able to provide important implications. The study is able to 

benefit the Malaysia government by understanding the digital penetration to rural areas and 

how it has affect the rural entrepreneurs’ performances. This aligns with the Malaysia’s Local 

Agenda and mission of MDEC which is to develop Malaysia’s digital economy. With the result 

of the study, NGOs are able to contribute to entrepreneurship development in the rural areas 

by focusing on which areas needed enhancement.  

The second practical implication of this study is that the study was conducted on the 

rural entrepreneur on their information seeking behavior in the whole of Malaysia. Thus, this 

study had a sample size of 417 scattered throughout the whole Malaysia focusing on the rural 

entrepreneurs. Thus, this study will help the government or policy makers to better analyze the 

rural entrepreneur with different demography in Malaysia and help to improve the skills and 

infrastructure of the rural entrepreneur in seeking for information.  
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Moreover, the government shall consider the digital platforms to be more reachable to 

rural areas as the SA and QOI are reported to have significant impact on the use of digital 

information sources among rural entrepreneurs. Some of the digital infrastructures are 

vandalized or left behind which may be one of the causes of limited reach to digital information 

sources. Where more awareness shall be shared with the rural dwellers on how the internet may 

help to bridge the digital divide between urban and rural communities. With this, it aligns with 

achieving the SPV 2030 objectives development for all – restructuring economy, (ii) addressing 

wealth and income disparities – addressing inequalities and (iii) united, prosperous and 

dignified nation – nation building.  

 

5.4 Research Limitations and Future Recommendations 

This section discusses the limitations and the future recommendations for future research. The 

limitation in the survey are that, the research design used in this study is cross-sectional study.  

According to Raz and Lindenberger (2011), he suggests that in order to reach causal inferences, 

longitudinal studies would be a better alternatives compare to the cross-sectional studies as the 

early and later changes in a variable is more informative than simple correlations among 

changes. As longitudinal data would be crucial to draw conclusions about the changes 

occurring within an individual (Salthouse 2011).  

 

Besides, data collection method used may have limited the ability to conduct a thorough 

analysis of the results. alternative data collection method can be used as compare to telephone 

interview. As telephone interview was used in this survey due to the COVID-19 pandemic 

where the whole country is under lock down status. Thus, if possible, with different data 

collection method may produce different results. As in telephone interview, the researcher is 

unable to observe the behavior and body language of the respondents and unable to use any 

visual aids to assist in the interview session. It would be beneficial if the data collection can be 

collected through postal service however, with the list provided by the KPLB, majority does 

not provide the address thus, this is unable to be done in this research. Besides, with postal 

mail, it may further delay this study as it might take weeks for the respondent to receive, after 

completion they will have to mail it back which is time consuming and unsure if the respondent 

is willing to pay for the postal service. 

It is recommended that similar study to be conducted for future research to see how the 

rural entrepreneurs have changed as the digitalization era is taking over all businesses despite 
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being in rural or urban area especially after the COVID-19 pandemic. Besides, future 

researchers can possibly get in a well-designed qualitative study to understand a full in-depth 

story of the use of information sources and how it affects the task performance. Furthermore, 

the task importance can be a mediator variable instead of moderator to test if there is more 

relevance if it mediates the relationship which may input more to the body of knowledge of 

this study.  

 

5.5 Conclusion 

This research examines the antecedents influencing the use of digital information sources 

among rural entrepreneurs and their task performance in Malaysia. In order to attain the 

research objectives, a telephone interview was used to collect data from rural entrepreneurs in 

Malaysia.  The research also carried out a comprehensive literature review on the Cost-Benefit 

Model. Three research questions along with five hypotheses and the conceptual framework of 

this study were developed.  Two of eight paths   in the research model were discovered to be 

significant in the context of this study. The findings showed that source accessibility and 

quality of information played a significant role is use of digital information sources.  

As the progress of the Malaysia government works towards the SPV 2030 objectives, 

the government and respective boards need to collaborate in leading the rural entrepreneurs 

towards digitalization. Overall, the findings of this study are anticipated to benefit the Malaysia 

government, policymakers and builds confidence to the rural entrepreneurs. Finally, there is a 

distinct, if not a high possibility, that Malaysia can advance towards achieving the SPV 2030 

objectives development for all – restructuring economy, (ii) addressing wealth and income 

disparities – addressing inequalities and (iii) united, prosperous and dignified nation – nation 

building.
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Appendix B: Questionnaire translated to Chinese language 
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Appendix C: Questionnaire translated to Malay language 
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Appendix D: Script for Telephone Interview 

Introductory Script 

Hello, is this ________________(name)? 

[If the person is not available try to schedule a time to call back or If it is not the person 

speaking ask if you may speak to the person.] 

My name is Yeo Hui Hui and I am a Research student from Curtin University Malaysia. My 

research topic is “Factors Affecting the Use of digital Information Sources Among Rural 

Entrepreneurs.” I am conducting a brief survey on information seeking behaviour of rural 

entrepreneurs like you. This survey is voluntary and you may stop at any time. Your answers 

are confidential. The survey will take about 10-15 minutes to complete. 

So, do you agree on participating in this short survey? 

 

Developing the Telephone Questionnaire 

First for Section A, I would like to find out the indication of task and information sources. 

1. Please rank the following statement on which task you involved or prioritize the most 

on the scale of 1 – “the most to 7 – “the least”. 

Your options are: Marketing Activities, Human Resource activities, logistics activities, 

accounting and finance activities, legal and compliance activities, production activities 

or IT activities. 

2. Please rank the following statements on which information source you use the most 

on the scale of 1 – “the most” to 3 – “the least”. 

Your options are social media, website or printed media. 

3. Please indicate how often you use digital information source on the scale of 1 – “do 

not use at all”, 2 – “about once in a month”, 3 – “about once in 2-3 weeks”, 4 – “about 

once a week”, 5 – “several times a week”, 6 – “about once a day” and 7 – “several 

times a day.” 

So, how often do you use social media? 

Following on with, how often do you use the website? 

Lastly, how often do you use printed media? 

 

4. On average, please indicate how much time you spend on your work-related 

information seeking daily on the scale of 1 – “less than 1 hour”, 2 – “about 1-2 

hours”, 3 – “about 3-5 hours” and 4 – “more than 5 hours”.  

How many hours do you spend time seeking for work related information daily on 

social media? 

Website? 

And printed media? 

 

 

 

 

Moving on, is Section B which is the factors affecting the use of digital information sources. 
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In this section, the term “task” in the following questions is based on the task you rank as 

“the most involved” or “the 1st prioritized” in Section A Question 1. 

Please rate the extent to which you agree or disagree, on the scale of 1 – “strongly disagree” 

to 5 – “strongly agree”, with the following statements.  

1. The task is important to me. 

2. The task is important to my performance. 

3. The task means a lot to me.  

4. It takes a lot of time to access the digital information source. 

5. It takes too long to access the digital information source. 

6. It takes a lot of effort to reach the digital information source. 

7. It is east to access the digital information source. 

8. The information I get from the digital information source is clear in meaning. 

9. The information I get from the digital information source is east to comprehend. 

10. The information I get from the digital information source is accurate. 

11. The information I get from the digital information source is credible. 

12. My work is emotionally demanding. 

13. I can tell a lot of people how to do the work. 

14. I have clear objectives of my work. 

15. I consider myself an expert in doing the work. 

16. I often get help and support from my colleagues or partners to complete my work. 

That’s it for Section B. Moving on the Section C which is Task performance.  

Please rate the extent to which you agree or disagree, on the scale of 1 – “strongly disagree” 

to 5 – “strongly agree”, with the following statements.  

1. I manage to plan my work so that it is done on time. 

2. I am able to perform my work well with minimal time and effort. 

3. I can complete my work in the shorter intended time. 

4. Regarding my work in general, I am pleased with my work as a whole, everything 

taken into consideration.  

 

Next is Section D, which is your demographics. 

1. May I know how old are you? 

2. What is your highest education level?  

3. This is regarding your background knowledge of different sources. Please let me 

know about how long have you been using the following sources. 

Social Media 

Website 

Printed Media 

4. What type of industry is your business?  

5. What is your average sales turnover for the last 3 years? 

6. How many full-time employees do you have in your organisation? 

7. How long have your business been established? 

Last but not least, Section E which is an open-ended question. 
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Based on your opinion, how have new technologies changed the way you look for work-

related information?  

 

Objection Handlings  

Fall-back Statements 

1. If in doubt 

- You were chosen as part of this survey in order to obtain opinions. It’s bery 

important to learn how rural entrepreneurs feel about the digital information 

sources and how it may help the business.  

 

2. I don’t have time for this 

- I understand that you have a busy schedule but it’s very important that we speak 

to busy people like yourself in order to get an accurate cross-section of people. 

We can do the interview at your convenience. How about tomorrow afternoon at 

3pm or tomorrow evening at 8pm? 

  

3. How can I be sure that this is legitimate? 

- I would be glad to give you the telephone number of my supervisors in charge of 

the research, who will provide you with more information. Her name is Dr Fidella, 

I am sure she would be happy to talk with you. The number to call her is +6085-

650100 (ext: 2769). 

-  

4. Respondent wants to break off the interview. 

- We have about ___ more questions left. If you would like, I can read the questions 

a little faster.  

- We have only a few more questions, if you’ll just bear with me.  

 

Call-back Statements 

1. Introduction for a scheduled call back 

- I’m Yeo Hui Hui, research student from Curtin University Malaysia, we 

scheduled a call back to complete the interview. As you recall, we left off at 

question _________. 

 

2. If the respondent is reluctant to finish the call back 

- We’d really appreciate your cooperation in completing/doing the interview we 

started. It will just take a few more minutes of your time. 
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Refusals 

1. Too busy 

- This should take only a few minutes. I’m sorry to have caught you at a bad time. I 

would be happy to call you back. When would be a good time for me to call in the 

next day or two? 

 

2. Bad health 

- I’m sorry to hear that but I would be happy to call you back at another time. 

Would it be okay to wait a few days and call back when you feel better? 

 

3. Too old 

- Older people’s opinion are just as important in this particulat survey as anyone 

else’s. In order for the results to be representative for all the people that we serve, 

we have to be sure that older people have as much chance to give their opition as 

anyone else does. We really do want your opinion. 

 

4. Don’t know enough to answer 

- The questions are just simple. Some of the people we have already interviewed 

have had the same concern you have, but once we got started, they didn’t have 

any difficulty answering the questions. Maybe I could read just a question or two 

to you and you can see what they are like. 

 

5. Not interested 

- It’s important that we get the opinions of everyone in the sample, otherwise the 

results won’t be useful. So, I’d really like to talk to you.  

 

 

 

Source: Israel and O'Leary (2020) 
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